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Abstract
Senior Information Technology (IT) military leadership cannot currently implement,
maintain, and administer cloud data storage without the direct support of third-party
vendors. This study explicitly impacts cloud practitioners, engineers, and architects
requiring a most sophisticated and streamlined ability to safehouse invaluable data using
third-party data storage. Grounded in the theory of planned behavior, the purpose of this
qualitative single case study was to investigate strategies military leadership uses to
implement third-party cloud computing for data storage. The participants (n = 22)
consisted of cloud administrators, engineers, and architects within a sizeable midwestern
city with a minimum of 3 years of cloud computing knowledge and 5 years of total IT
experience. Data collection included semistructured interviews using Skype, face-to-face,
and telephone interviews, and internal and external organizational documents (n = 17).
Four themes were identified through thematic analysis: work relationships amongst AWS
vendors and military technicians, the strength of newly created security practices, all
training/learning curves are considered, and continuous safety and improvement. It is
recommended that both AWS and military technicians continue to work together,
promoting safety and security. The implications for positive social change include the
potential for job creation and enhancing the community economically.
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Section 1: Foundation of the Study
In its simplest form, cloud computing is considered a pool of available resources
ready to meet and exceed each user’s ever-changing demands, thereby revolutionizing IT.
Since its inception, military branches have expressed interest in cloud computing, but
cloud security and safety have been insufficient for military use. The Department of
Defense (DoD) proposes a more secure private cloud-based infrastructure, estimated to
save approximately 75% in existing maintenance and security (Deale, 2016). With the
onslaught of GovCloud and other third-party cloud vendors, soldiers can now incorporate
a popular point-and-click technology providing backup information, performance
metrics, and log monitoring. Cloud computing varieties make cloud storage capacity a
commodity and expand items like extensive data indexes and simple analytics even the
military can employ and administer. Cloud storage provides the opportunity to conduct
business, minimizing downtime and overall loss of productivity (Attaran & Woods,
2018). In this section, I describe the background of the problem, in addition to the
purpose of the study.
Background of the Problem
Senior IT military leadership must acclimate to the use of third-party cloud
computing technology because it is now mandated from the Pentagon downward.
Military branches are excited within their collective joint-force capabilities, knowing that
the cloud is assisting in the overall success using near-peer adversaries; these adversaries
are capable of competing against the United States in every aspect of each domain,
including air, land, sea, space, and now cyberspace (Brading, 2020). Third-party vendors
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must now initiate their due diligence because each GovCloud customer and their systems
operate various identity and access management infrastructure considering the difference
in authentication, authorization, and access control (Koo et al., 2020). As the cloud
matures, it will continue to develop documentation to assist with the administration of
storage like the DoD Cloud Computing Security Requirements Guide (SRG).
Documentation and support, like the SRG provide military guidance to DoD agencies.
Adopting the cloud resulted in Amazon creating a private capability, which
maintains stringent Defense Information Security Agency (DISA) security levels
supporting DoD guidelines. Senior IT military leadership understands, at a minimum,
where datum are processed and the organizations and administrative control where
authorities have access to specific data (Zaerens, 2011). Dulik & Dulik, (2015) found that
leadership will boost operational IT efficiency, increase interoperability using mission
partners, and posture its military to adopt innovative cloud technology quicker and at
lower costs. Future cloud usage can provide strong DoD security guidelines, which can
offer logical responses to secure data storage and encryption. Additionally, cloud
engineers can work on a need-to-know basis for security purposes, thereby enforcing
mitigation practices if required.
Problem Statement
Adopting cloud computing in the military is an instrumental and critical strategy
necessary to support the military’s technological advancements sustaining the nation’s
warfighters with secure solutions and a tactical advantage, whether on land, sea, or air
(Roche, 2019). One branch showed initiative with a cloud computing investment budget
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of 700 million dollars supporting data sensors, artificial intelligence, smart goggles, and
precision guidance satellite navigation data (McLeary, 2019). The general (IT) problem is
that military units have never outsourced their data, until recently, to third party vendors
and are still extremely reluctant to change. The specific IT problem is that some senior IT
military leadership lack strategies to implement third-party cloud computing for data
storage.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this qualitative single case study was to investigate strategies
military leadership used to implement third-party cloud computing for data storage. This
study’s target population were subject matter experts (SME) such as cloud architects and
virtualization engineers with prior DoD experience from a random selection of men and
women within the IT industry. Implications for positive social change included increased
cloud computing security practices for military units to improve their current knowledge
base, trust, and data storage evolution with third-party vendors. These practices may
improve military personnel’s safety and security, their families, and preserve national
security.
Nature of the Study
I applied in-depth qualitative methodology to this study. As Aspers and Corte
(2019) discussed, qualitative research is an iterative process that improves understanding
within the scientific community by making innovative and significant distinctions
resulting from getting closer to the phenomenon studied. For instance, a researcher can
employ iterative tactics using specific searches seeking thorough explanations of models
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and data; thereby, the results are not always used to draw causal inferences but lead to
invaluable information (Yom, 2014). This qualitative approach was appropriate because
the iterative concepts found within the actual data lead to additional interviews seeking
exact concepts or simple clarification from those concepts (Lasch et al., 2010). In
quantitative methodology, the study measures many variables at a specific moment in
time, thereby preventing the researcher from delving too deeply due to many variables
presented (Rahman, 2016). A quantitative approach would not have been practical
because I sought in-depth experiences instead of numerical data gathering and
generalization across personnel groups. Similarly, mixed methods research can provide
the researcher with a greater scope of range to investigate educational issues. Still, both
words and numbers must be involved to benefit the study and society (Almalki, 2016).
The mixed-methods review could have been an effective approach, but I did not
introduce statistical measurements.
A single case study design was chosen for this qualitative study. According to
Lazar et al. (2017), single case studies apply existing theories assessing their explanatory
control or generating newer theoretical ideas from intriguing properties, specifically the
case’s dynamics. Meaning, single case studies can produce complicated theories than
multiple cases because a researcher’s theory can be an exact fit for specific cases. In
contrast, multiple-case studies only retain relationships that replicate most of their cases
(Mariotto et al., 2014). At its core, phenomenology bases its investigation of daily human
experiences to acquire common sense understanding the meaning they experience and
others’ experience (Bliss, 2016). Phenomenology was considered, but would have been
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difficult to obtain specific answers due to the sensitive nature of unclassified proprietary
practices the military uses to administer their cloud computing events. Likewise, an
ethnographer’s practice is to understand individual settings and social worlds, which can
cause cultural indifferences where views or actions undertaken to come to odds against
the researchers (Coffey, 2018).
Research Question
What strategies are senior IT military leadership using to implement third-party
cloud computing for data storage?
Conceptual Framework
Ajzen proposed the theory of planned behavior (TPB) in 1985, providing the
conceptual framework used in this study. Kan and Fabrigar (2017) stated that TPB is
used to understand behavioral intentions determined by a 3-factor combination:
subjective norms, attitudes toward the behavior, and perceived behavioral control.
Normative influence, which plays a paramount role in people’s lives, seems to be
identified by the subjective norms and behavioral intentions included in the TPB
(Vesely& Klöckner, 2018).
TPB will contributed to this study with the support of its volunteers’ attitudes and
behavioral intentions. This means that many engineers and architects working within the
cloud computing domain on a military installation have favorable outcomes of their
attitudes by successfully installing and administering this technical project. Members did
not have to be active duty or veterans, but any prior DoD experience meeting the
requirements extended if a must. Additionally, due to the desire and positive intentions to
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successfully implementing a first-time infrastructure, the stronger the intention and desire
to thrive, the more likely the behavior is to follow (Ajzen, 2020). TPB’s practice allows
for reliability and greater accuracy in understanding one’s attitude predicting their
planned, deliberate, and actual resulting behavior. Thus, engineers’ and architects’
attitudes predicted by privacy and security perceptions can identify their behavioral
intentions relative to the use of cloud computing (Arpaci et al., 2015).
Definition of Terms
Cloud security: In cloud security, consumers, brokers, carriers, and everyone else
must take the utmost precautions against vulnerabilities to secure cloud-computing
platforms or be exposed to potential and sometimes business-critical risks (Ramachandra
et al., 2017).
Department of Defense (DoD): The enduring mission of the DoD provides elite
combat-credible military forces necessary to deter war and protect the nation (DoD,
2019).
GovCloud: Amazon Web Service (AWS) GovCloud (US) delivers government
customers and their partners opportunities through flexibility and secure architectural
cloud solutions that comply with DoD Cloud Computing Security Requirements Guide
(SRG) for unclassified and classified data (AWS, 2020).
Military branches: The military comprises 5 active branches whose culture and
daily values are unique due to their loyal support and beliefs, traditions, and their own
unifying communication enabling each branch to communicate (Sanghera, 2020).
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Senior IT military leadership: Senior military leaders perceive what is described
as crisis-disaster leadership, which differs from normal leadership in daily operations and
seeks to identify their experiences, education, and training; this exemplary leadership
explains their self-development activities and what is believed to assist them in their
effective and critical judgment in complex scenarios making them such a diverse group
of leaders (Denny, 2019).
Third-party vendors: Third-party vendors are the process where professional
companies monitor and manage their interactions with all external parties they have
relationships with (Houshian, 2017).
Assumptions, Limitations, and Delimitations
Events occur daily, that can influence research and its hypothesized outcomes or
expectations. The ability to collect data providing an outcome contributes to the
expectations of a researcher formed by integrity and discipline. Three scenarios inparticular which assist in research are assumptions, limitations, and delimitations. I
explain all assumptions, limitations, and delimitations in this qualitative single case study
will be explained within the study.
Assumptions
An assumption explains the motives to believe a particular interpretation is
correct and how that interpretation is justified (Lee, 2017). I assumed that all voluntary
participants chosen for this research would speak of their personal experiences within
their military organization(s) covering cloud computing. I expected that each participant
would be forward and honest about each question presented to them.
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Limitations
As described, a research limitation is an imposed restriction or statistical model
constraint, essentially outside of the researcher’s control (Theofanidis & Fountouki,
2018). One potential limitation in senior military IT leadership is the hesitation to answer
all questions unabashed. These responses may not align with other senior leadership’s
opinions resulting in a political debate or public disagreement due to military cloud
computing. Another limitation was that each professional interviewed may have seen a
friend or co-worker and may have asked their opinion of the GovCloud project, thereby
jeopardizing their responses. Additionally, all interview questions were unclassified to
those volunteers already completing the interview remained within the cloud computing
storage realm preventing volunteers from straying outside the interview’s bounds.
Delimitations
In essence, delimitations are identified by the definitions that researchers
decide to set as specific boundaries or limits of their work, so the study’s aim and its
objectives do not become impossible to achieve (Theofanidis & Fountouki, 2018). One
delimitation in this study was speaking with soldiers and asking their opinion, which
could be a drastic outlook from their supervisor’s approach. Another delimitation is that
each volunteer chosen was asked to have 5 years of system administration experience and
a minimum of 3 years cloud computing knowledge, which significantly reduced the
number of personnel available. The last delimitation within this study was the addition of
the purposive sampling method used to identify voluntary participants in the study.
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Significance of the Study
An in-depth analysis and lack of extensive research on military cloud computing
articles provided this research’s motivation. This study offers value to IT practitioners as
researchers observe the transition through hands-on military experience working with
third-party cloud vendors. Consequently, this cloud computing study’s overall findings
add extensive additions of cloud computing approaches and data storage practices
providing endless opportunities for future scholars to utilize in future research. With the
knowledge and capacity to accept data from anywhere globally, the military is seeking
potential improvements to the DoD and those men and women in need of data they are
requesting. This contribution to effective IT practice can enable soldiers to receive
storage data within seconds, dependent on their internet or satellite connection, thereby
allowing them to complete the mission at hand. This specific study proves invaluable to
the DoD and military branches across the globe seeking information their specific unit or
squadron requires for peace or wartime contingencies.
Positive social change results in improved social and human conditions and
society’s betterment (Morris, 2017). Additional implications for positive social change
include refurbished cloud computing practices that military personnel, government
employees, and contractors alike implement for greater security improvements. Similarly,
within the range of social change, newly substituted processes can lead to higher quality
products. Humans form relationships, along with virtual communities requiring group
interaction and online behaviors, which allows insight into creating usable community-
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centric virtual environments capable of introducing the most positive social changes
(Cline, 2017).
Review of the Professional and Academic Literature
In this literature review, I identify the background of third-party government
cloud computing and its supporting elements like cloud security, avoiding data spillage,
and circumventing cyber-attacks. The implementation of third-party GovCloud usage can
impact multiple areas of cloud technology. With the introduction of third-party cloud
computing, a small company or a large corporation has chosen an external entity outside
of their organization to maintain its infrastructure and data. The advantages of third-party
cloud computing are security benefits, cost advantages, guaranteed 24/7 maintenance and
support, and SME managing their resources. Within this literature review, 10 main
themes are identified, which include, (a) the history of cloud computing, (b) public cloud,
(c) private cloud, (d) hybrid cloud, (e) cloud platforms, (f) cloud security, (g) security
privacy and risk, (h) GovCloud history, (i) GovCloud customers and (j) conceptual
framework. These specific topics were chosen to illuminate and identify the exact themes
used to support and secure third-party cloud computing with AWS GovCloud.
Effective search practice involves keeping a specific document or diary
containing all search activities so that the researcher can keep immediate track of their
search terms so that no one else will use the exact steps and retrieve the same results
(McNally, 2020). During the research, it is imperative to use very specific keywords and
subject headings. The study focuses on phrases while using the correct and/or
combinations within the university database. The keywords used for this literature review
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included public cloud, private cloud, hybrid cloud, government cloud, military cloud,
GovCloud, cloud security, and cloud privacy risk.
This literature review encompasses articles from ProQuest Central, Research
Gate, SpringerLink, Google Scholar, ScienceDirect, ACM Digital Library, Education
Resource Information Center (ERIC), and SAGE Knowledge. Reciteworks.com, APA7
citation generator, and MyBib.com were used to substantiate each reference included in
this qualitative study and its peer-reviewed sources. Grammarly.com provided me the
ability to review, correct, and articulate myself after finding critical issues identified by
Grammarly’s site. To date, 236 articles were used in this study. Of the 239, 208 (89.02%)
of the articles were peer-reviewed, and 199 (94.9%) were within the 5 years the CAO
approval board requires. In a review of the conceptual frameworks, TPB is introduced
within the literature along with self-efficacy, change theory, and
transactional/management theory, and their current roles within this single case study.
The History of Cloud Computing
The phrase cloud computing began in the 1960s by McCarthy introducing the true
history of the cloud within a telecommunications world where the telecom companies
started offering a virtual private network; these services, along with the comparable
quality of service, were offered at a much lower cost (Bairagi & Bang, 2015). Many
people believe the cloud is relatively new. However, its roots were conceived as an idea
of an intergalactic computer network in which a machine could be accessed from any
location in the world (Alzahrani, 2016). The official use of cloud computing started in the
mid-1990s when Compaq used the concept in an internal document. Since 1996, the
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cloud has evolved from a quick buzzword to an accepted ubiquitous concept with
definitive computing power; in addition, computer databases, storage, and applications
interfacing over the internet have become the de facto mode of computing today. As an
idea in the 1960s, the cloud has transformed into a real-world technology used by many
today.
In the past 20 years, the cloud has undergone incredible changes. With the
invention of the cloud, data information has traveled rapidly in every direction across
various computing systems with attributes like virtualization; it also scales up and down
to manage larger workloads or automated security patching encompassing thousands of
machines, making it more flexible (Hardy, 2018). The cloud has grown to the point that
its adoption is reaching a virtual tipping point; it is expected that increased workloads
will transfer from traditional local storage capabilities to the cloud from more than an
average user to many external commercial entities (Ramachandra et al., 2017). Users are
now acclimating to the idea of saving their invaluable data online instead of one large
storage server or external backups. Similarly, cloud computing technologies have
virtually evolved and have made it possible for end-users to employ servers, data centers,
and additional facilities previously required to use on-site systems (Krogh, 2013).
Deploying a cloud computing concept varies monetarily depending on the
platforms, services, etc., the customer identifies as the most appealing to their business.
Simply put, pricing is not easy given different abstractions like resource types, various
networks, and specific vendor costs associated with migrating large volumes of
proprietary data (Varghese & Buyya, 2018). Considering the cloud’s constant advantages
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and domains, such as cost, confidentiality, and security, the cloud can be easily
customizable to meet different cost needs and complete these transactions with minimal
effort (Ahmadi & Aslani, 2018). The cloud boasts cost savings bringing substantial
benefits, including flexible deployments; however, many questions regarding how
customers can realize benefits and specific contextual factors that can impact the overall
benefits remain unanswered (Chen et al., 2016). The cloud now offers capabilities that
can improve small businesses and corporations alike. In all, the cloud provides flexibility
to IT organizations.
Public Cloud
The public cloud is one of several options an organization can choose to
complement its infrastructure. The public cloud provides computing services supplied by
multiple third-party vendors atop the public internet delivering services available for
users who want to use them and simply pay for the services they consume (Srivastava &
Khan, 2018). Public clouds’ services are for organizations and individuals seeking
elasticity and accountability without fully absorbing total in-house infrastructures. Due to
its initial popularity, the public cloud has played a critical role in the new hybrid
architecture due to its efficiency, scalability, and accessibility to high-value services for
even the most complex workloads (Schweitzer, 2019). From a user’s perspective, the
public cloud offers affordable services, but they also wrestle with the overall lack of
security compared to other cloud models (Aryotejo et al., 2018).
Public cloud computing benefits can positively impact an organization’s efforts
within its (IT) infrastructure. Implementing public cloud technology generates numerous
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advantages for customers like capital investment savings, scalability, simplified
operations, and improved information visibility and viable sustainability (Attaran &
Woods, 2018). Due to its stronghold, the cloud is considered disruptive because it enables
innovative new services supporting business models that decrease time to market, create
innovative operational efficiencies, and engage customers in many new ways (Müller et
al., 2015). To date, corporations like AWS, Microsoft, and Google have their own cloud
infrastructure and offer services at competitive prices.
Viewing the public cloud from the big picture of cloud technology provides
public cloud opportunities for customers to apply cyber-physical systems and cloud
technologies to play a vital role for key maintenance purposes (Jantunen et al., 2018).
Public cloud computing is versatile enough to provide applications, sets of tools, and web
services providing access to vast amounts of computing resources in easy, user-friendly,
and user-centric ways (Kim et al., 2016). As an evolving service, the public cloud has
matured and has morphed into a user-friendly and customer service-oriented technology
for all to use. The cloud is used by large corporate suppliers and by universities.
However, stable institutions and managing data in a central location are safe. Integrating
into various infrastructural elements provides students a unified experience (Jones &
Laat, 2016). The cloud offers several options to strengthen the data storage through
secure means and multiple tools to complete the task at hand.
Private Cloud
Along with public cloud resources, private clouds are also growing in popularity
due to their security practices and organizational contributions. A private cloud is often
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used by government agencies, select financial institutions, and other mid to large-sized
corporations requiring business-critical operations demanding total environment control
(Microsoft, 2019). The flexibility of the private cloud is mostly necessitated by the desire
to take full control of corporate data, system performance, and security guidelines; an
organization can also fully deploy its own cloud capabilities through a third-party
organization that can control the data for the customer (Senyo et al., 2018). In its
multiuse, the private cloud has expanded into universities allowing faculty and students
to create and engage in experimental cloud environments specifically for learning and
design, configuration, and management (Hwang et al., 2016). The multiple uses of the
private cloud offer potential for any organization.
A private cloud’s benefits can assist in the security and hardening of an
organization’s infrastructure or data center. Due to its growth and efficient management,
virtual resources are of great importance resulting in a direct impact on scalability and the
cloud service’s actual operational costs (Maenhaut et al., 2019). Similarly, some learning
institutions are employing a private cloud because it will not involve much cost or more
expense than owning an entire data center (Hakak et al., 2018). As Hemdan and Manjaiah
(2018) pointed out, one of the significant deployment models is the private cloud used by
large organizations for creating a corporate cloud internally, providing computing
services at reduced cost and saving time. The private cloud has many prospective uses
capable of delivering cloud storage to many.
Viewing the private cloud from the big picture of cloud technologies is a prime
effort for large corporations and businesses to secure and solidify their cloud
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infrastructures. Nissim et al. (2019) noted that the trend of private cloud adoption
throughout organizations has significantly increased from 63% to 77% from 2017 to
2018; with this growth, virtual servers are now considered attractive targets for malicious
cyber-attackers trying to inject their malware into this virtual environment. Regardless of
its security practices, the cloud’s success and extreme growth will likely continue to
entice malicious users to embed their destructive code at any cost. Utilization of hashing
is a privacy option for data as companies upload their proprietary information to the
cloud with encryption practices; additionally, these entities want to compute the data to
perform operations like pattern matching, private searches, and other computations where
their private equality testing is vital and mandatory (Saha & Koshiba, 2018).
Hybrid Cloud
A hybrid cloud is a computing environment that uses a combination of onpremise, third-party, and private cloud services with controlled orchestration amongst
each platform. The use of platforms interfacing with each other provides workloads for
businesses’ computing to allow greater flexibility and diverse data deployment choices.
Perrons (2015) identified hybrid cloud usage as an emerging necessity for customers to
administer and manage security-related vulnerabilities or risks while allowing the cloud
experts to maintain the enhanced scalability that the public cloud delivers. Due to the
sensitivity of the hybrid cloud managing both private and public sectors of the cloud,
most solutions must be given the necessary privacy required, thus enforcing
cryptographic and access control techniques directing fine-grained access control in each
solution (Kanwal et al., 2019). A hybrid cloud option offers an enterprise the broader mix
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of technical services like a business running a mission-critical tasking with the security of
a private cloud but the database or the archival service of a public cloud.
A hybrid cloud’s benefits, and the adoption of this resource can easily be
calculated by simple comparison versus traditional IT investments, resulting in a cheaper
overall cost (Koo & Kim, 2015). A hybrid cloud also incorporates environmental
workload portability. Hybrid cloud options provide organizations access to desktop
virtualization, a key advantage for any company with a distributed, ever-increasing
global, and remote workforce. This model provides customers a more efficient means of
retaining data and its applications through an elevated level of security of sensitive data
and instances protecting companies particularly impacted by industries and their financial
regulations (Srinivasan et al., 2015).
As the hybrid cloud is viewed from the big picture of cloud computing
technology, it is apparent that the mixed computing capability offers invaluable storage
capacity, data cost savings, and on-premises resource abilities for local users. Another
facet of hybrid cloud computing is existing systems currently running on legacy
architecture processing business-critical applications that can easily migrate to a more upto-date virtual infrastructure with no downtown, which is a seamless transition for the
end-users. Due to the growth of hybrid cloud usage, administrators can use cloud
bursting, a private cloud bursting into a public cloud, if additional resources are required.
Corporations are sometimes hesitant to use the hybrid technology because several private
cloud platforms interfacing with public clouds have caused communication errors or
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issues; however, hybrid cloud computing allows for translation requests to pacify
consumers requiring these current resources (Hanney et al., 2019).
Cloud Platforms
The cloud offers multiple platforms for small and large users globally. The
platforms I focus on for this literature review are platform as a service (PaaS), software as
a service (SaaS), infrastructure as a service (IaaS), and functions as a service (FaaS). The
onslaught of multiple platforms brings many viable options for customers. A social
network recently developed for higher education and institutions focused on
management, sharing academic content, and cloud-based platforms relevant to assist and
manage online classrooms (Nleya, 2016). Showing its expanse and integration into
society, cloud platforms are now used for intermediate platforms for scheduling services,
assisting multi-robot connections, and interoperability and understanding (Zhou et al.,
2020).
Since its inception, cloud platforms facilitating exchange between either side of
the market called cloud service providers (CSPs), can create indirect externalities in that
its value of the CSP on one side of the market rises, thereby expecting the other side to do
the same (Arce, 2020). Cloud platforms offer customers many options to choose from,
impacting their daily tasks and administration for the better. Cloud-based platforms can
include a database module where each user inputs collected data, an intelligent module
for processing data optimizing feasible solutions for evaluation and comparison (Simeone
et al., 2019). Cloud computing platforms are now expanding as their popularity and
usability soar. For example, to improve the integration of resources like online learning,
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additional information resources facilitate interaction between students and teachers
using a newly designed learning system based on Google’s cloud platform (Zhao et al.,
2017).
Platform as a Service
PaaS offers a provider and user greater control of its cloud infrastructure and
applications, thus improving security and resiliency, resulting in user access and
restricted networks with stern security designations (Ali et al,. 2018). PaaS cloud
computing has many benefits to global organizations by increasing business effectiveness
within IT processes, reducing costs while procuring, and maintaining IT infrastructures
(Ali et al., 2020). Data storage and archiving component cover offer all other business
phases within PaaS (Lnenicka & Komarkova, 2019). In all, PaaS offers clients a
delivered platform enabling them to develop, run, and ultimately manage their own
business applications without the software infrastructure.
PaaS brings the advantages of cloud computing platforms to effectively broaden
and simplify the advent of sharing information resources while improving those shared
resources (Li, 2017). PaaS also offers an excellent alternative for selective academic
institutes which are specified under budget shortages to build, host, and operate their own
collegiate e-learning systems effectively, thereby alleviating the purchases for computers,
software, and storage; additionally, network devices, licensing, software, and cooling
costs assist the maintenance teams without having to administer the entire infrastructure
of old (Nasr & Ouf, 2012). PaaS has been a successful platform service because it
enables applications to consume a specific cloud to be transferred to an alternate provider
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without refactoring the applications entirely (Munisso & Chis, 2017). Since the inception
of PaaS cloud computing, its popularity has grown due to minimal development, rapid
time-to-market development, reduced pressure on internal resources, and opportunity for
scalability, to name just a few of the options implemented.
Storage as a Service
SaaS is recognized as a capable technology providing operational and in-depth
financial benefits to firms, and it is dominating IT service delivery models (Oliveira et
al., 2019). With SaaS, offers of scalability, collaboration, and efficiency enhance cloud
providers with global data centers the ability to provide high levels of fault tolerance
through replicating their data amongst vast geographical distances (Astri, 2015). The
simplicity of SaaS is providing hundreds of local governments along with thousands of
vendors across 20 states a seamless ability to connect, ensuring compliance, which
generates new revenues while managing more competitive price-reducing costs. SaaS
offers customers a software distribution model where they host customer’s applications,
making them available to their customers.
SaaS cloud computing offers many benefits for small and large businesses and
corporations alike. Cost comparative analysis is common for companies to equate before
any data migrations. With that, Scientific Computing World (2019) said not only did their
analyses of SaaS vs. on-premises show they were the most efficient decision, and they
would also have seen benefits including individual client installations, regulated software
upgrades, and user application performance. Another benefit of SaaS computing is its
flexibility compared to other options offered by third-party vendors. According to
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International Data Corporation (2018), part of the beauty is SaaS cloud-enabled software
that can maintain relatively heavy configurations, and alterations can be made through
extensions (custom apps) without the core service product being impacted. With the everexpanding SaaS model, its capabilities seem endless for small and large businesses alike.
Infrastructure as a Service
IaaS is growing in popularity and could be the simplest of all platforms for
customer consumption. In IaaS, it is considered the quintessence of all models whereby
its users have the ability to manage and provision their own environments into remote
physical servers like CPU and storage servers on the Internet. (Chawki et al., 2018).
Professional business organizations believe IaaS can match various users’ needs in a
profitable margin, thereby offering multiple classes delivering various service levels on
its elasticity and capacity performance spectrum (Carvalho et al., 2017). An E-Gov
cloud’s flexibility provides reliable third-party vendors a platform or government
administration and many public services to share data resources on cost savings of
operations and development, improving load capacities (Liang et al., 2019). IaaS can
deliver fundamental computing, storage resources, and network to consumer’s ondemand and over the Internet on a pay-as-you-go basis.
IaaS cloud models have many benefits that public and private organizations
worldwide can implement and improve their mission and overall infrastructure. IaaS
benefits are expanding and offer scalability, availability and access, self-service
approach, business agility, and security. By contrast, legacy single-tenant systems can
serve clients requiring strict separation from others but can prove costly. In contrast,
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updated IaaS technology offers greater scalability, a wider variety of technology options,
and stronger security because this platform was specifically created to support hundreds
or even thousands of private customers (Violino, 2019). Due to the flexibility of IaaS, the
idea of reusability is deployed in a large-scale system allowing the scalability and its
multi-tenancy to provide advantages of the cloud model, which is transparent to the users
(Bui et al., 2016). The IaaS model has grown so quickly in the computing market by
leaps and bounds that vendors have quickly realized they have to create datacenter space
worldwide to meet the customer demands (Butler, 2016). Of the four cloud models
described, it seems IaaS is playing a large role in the majority of small companies and
large corporations alike.
Functions as a Service
The growth of cloud computing has led to another platform referred to as
functions as a service. In the simplest of terms, it is a server-less approach to implement
modular pieces of code. FaaS allows developers to make extraneous changes to code,
which can process/execute immediately to an event, such as end-users being able to
access web applications immediately due to the recent update. Server-less computing is
exactly what it sounds like; it allows application development without concerns for
tweaking, implementing, or scaling a server from the user’s perspective. FaaS frees the
user’s responsibilities from maintaining a server managing virtual machines and
configuration management while resource management provides the platform automation
in a scalable way (Malawski et al., 2017). FaaS can be more cost-efficient than basic
containerized deployments due to its fine-grained micro-services and facilitates
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additional creations of those functions (Kratzke & Siegfried, 2020). According to Rajan
(2020), a more thorough explanation of FaaS is software architecture as an application is
composed into actions (functions) and triggers (events), providing a seamless execution
and hosting environment for the developer.
FaaS has many cloud benefits, like providing a means of achieving a server-less
vision by empowering developers to execute their own code in response to work events
without creating or maintaining a diverse, complex infrastructure. Benefits in FaaS cloud
computing allows a developer to quickly load modular chunks of functionality inside the
cloud that is executed independently. Developers can now run their backend code without
maintaining servers or provisioning itself. Additional benefits of FaaS is the management
of horizontal scaling, only pay for what you use, and the cloud administrators control
server management. Ideally, developers using FaaS benefit from easy deployments,
reducing operational efforts, and the user-friendly, pay-as-you-go pricing (Leitner et al.,
2018).
Cloud Security
With the invention of cloud computing and secure data storage, third-party
vendors have had to secure their operational datacenters from external vulnerabilities and
attacks. The advent of cloud security offers specific requirements involving security
information functionality, identity authentication, security management, and access
control bypassing attacks (Song, 2020). Cloud security offers ways to distinguish any
long-lasting attacks like persistent threats and repeated Denial of Service of Attacks
attempting to exploit slow systems deploying password spraying (Jakóbik, 2020).
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Employing security utilizing government standards and policies may prevent on-going
external attacks if used properly. Due to the increase of cloud security, IT workloads that
migrate to the cloud are offered the benefits of provisioning needing to be weighed or
balanced against duties and security risks (Kemp, 2018). Cloud security can offer
protection of data and applications and infrastructures involving security environments.
As the cloud evolves, given its offerings’ unique nature, security threats can take
various forms. These unique threats require making individual and unique security
measures necessary for successful security management (Alani, 2017). Since the
government has integrated into cloud computing use, FedRAMP certifications require
stringent security frameworks; they support identified weaknesses improving the
certification build process highlighting various improvements through previous flaws (Di
Giulio et al., 2017). Cloud security must continue to utilize up-to-date practices to keep
the client’s data and proprietary information protected. Due to the cloud’s popularity,
data transfers can equate to enormous data pulls within software capabilities.
The benefits of cloud security vary dependent on the utilization and physical
infrastructure the organization is administering. Cloud security can be incorporated into
any organization; hence it is highly recommended that cloud customers add to the current
cloud security lockdowns ensuring the appropriate provisions are made during the design,
development, and deployment, ensuring safe and secure practices are in place (Bhatia &
Malhotra, 2018). It is clear that cloud practices are growing at an unbelievable rate, but it
is also understood that the larger the cloud becomes, the more security presence it will
have to foster. According to Anand (2017), multiple security threats posing
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vulnerabilities include data leakage risks, the insecurity of an interface, countless risks in
sharing data resources, and internal and external attacks. In all, cloud administrators and
organizations of the cloud will continue to benefit by providing additional services: risk
management in the cloud, preventing attacks with encryption implementations, and
remaining up-to-date on new security risks. Cloud security will continue to evolve and
further solidify its security efforts in response to the ever-growing vulnerabilities and
threats posed daily.
Cloud Privacy Risk
Cloud security supports the effort of privacy risks with counteractive tools
capable of combating external attacks and vulnerabilities. Even today’s cloud use,
privacy notices supplied by third-party vendors and their data practices/options can
protect their privacy through lengthy and free-flowing contextual formats often too
difficult for users to comprehend (Karunagaran, et al., 2017). The practice of cloud
privacy risk addresses the main challenge of allowing cloud vendors performance
rankings computation may unsafely reveal privacy or sensitive data information (Ji et al.,
2018). Data controllers have a duty to report any security breaches, while both the
processor and controller may be jointly liable for damages from the breach. Both parties
must understand and adhere to the standards and rigorous policies held in-place if either
expects to maintain their security posture against vulnerabilities and attacks. Each cloud
service provider supports a privacy risk of their legal liability, and overall credibility
concerns should include sensitive data leak; similarly, this data subject is potentially at
risk of having personal and proprietary data exposed since all administrators and
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engineers are carrying the burden which needs to be addressed should privacy issues arise
(Coss & Dhillon, 2019).
The benefits of cloud privacy and risk practices can lead to a solidified
infrastructure and hardened virtual environment capable of battling malicious exploits.
Masood and Aslam (2016) stated the main idea of adding a honey pot to the DMZ outside
of the cloud network environment would allow data to be encrypted internally, thereby
avoiding the insecurity of data leakage and potentially limiting hacker’s attempts. Cloud
privacy and risk comes with a heavy reliance of trust on the part of the customer, which is
especially relevant now due to a growing number of service providers offering diverse
cloud services, virtual storage, and enabling complex services and overall workflows
(Trapero et al., 2016). Through stern security practices and privacy employments, the
cloud and its virtual platform can perform undeterred from internal and external attacks if
properly hardened according to organizational guidelines (Abdullah & Abu Bakar, 2018).
GovCloud History
The AWS GovCloud will provide customers with the ability to host and store
sensitive data information in addition to regulated workloads. The GovCloud will provide
customers with additional workload redundancy, resiliency and durability, and additional
disaster recovery options (Preimesberger, 2017). The GovCloud is widespread, and the
Philippines have developed a government core objective of developing and creating
infrastructure; these services consolidate IT resources, streamline overall organizational
costs in implementation and improve operational efficiency (Gupta et al., 2013). The
public sector, particularly federal agencies, uses GovCloud to secure cloud infrastructures
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despite maintaining compliance with numerous mandates surrounding sensitive
workloads and datasets. Although newer than cloud platform services, GovCloud assists
federal agencies around the United States and global theater.
The GovCloud is now making data storage possible for sensitive and unclassified
information stored via a third-party vendor. GovCloud supports customer compliance
through every tier of their cloud journey, supporting certifications, attestations,
regulations, laws, security, and additional security frameworks covered by the
compliance regimes (AWS, 2018). Due to government requirements deploying
GovCloud to military installations, the cloud follows what is considered a high-level
security policy employing the most stringent regulations including, HIPAA, FedRAMP,
and various other entities (Perry, 2018). The GovCloud is still considered in its infancy,
only having been out a decade, but its accomplishments continue to aid government
organizations.
In today’s cloud society, the benefits of the GovCloud continue to grow at a fast
pace to meet the stringent requirements of government storage and security of their
sensitive data. Due to their adamant pursual of cloud computing contracts within the
DoD, the GovCloud has heralded the conception of the US Federal Government’s first
cloud policy, which turns out to be the premier global trend of cloud adoption services by
governments around the world (Jackson, 2015). Due to stringent government’s data
storage expectations, the bridging of various government options or services between the
government clouds and cloud vendor marketplaces demands more network visibility and
security capabilities (Jackson, 2016). Following the Defense Information Systems
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Agency (DISA) guidelines, both the cloud and DISA’s stringent security requirements
will continue to grow and become more practical for military units around the world to
deploy.
GovCloud Customers
GovCloud customers can be just as secretive and sensitive as the data storage they
seek from their cloud provider. The GovCloud supports world-renowned organizations
like the FBI, Department of Veterans Affairs, the Justice Department, and Lockheed
Martin, to name a few (Wootton, 2018). These mega-giants understand that GovCloud
enforces standards like FedRAMP, U.S. International Traffic in Arms Regulations
(ITAR), Department of Defense Security Requirements Guide (SRG), and Defense
Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS) for security (Wootton, 2018).
GovCloud customers like Cohesity provide comprehensive solutions for customer’s
broad data capabilities for secured clouds, including backup and recovery, analytics,
long-term retention, and protection of Amazon compute infrastructure (Cohesity, 2019).
With the cloud’s growth, it is assumed that the GovCloud will continue to grow in
popularity for government businesses.
GovCloud offers many benefits to grow with its product, like the value of
GovCloud costs, security compliance, highly scalable performance, guaranteed uptime,
disaster recovery, and no hardware or unpredictable maintenance costs (Histed, 2019).
GovCloud customers seek the ability to augment IT infrastructure capacity, enhancing
disaster recovery and quicker application development and testing, bypassing the
complete re-architecture or retraining of new technologies. The GovCloud has been able
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to advance into several government environments by following compliant and scalable
cloud practices. With GovCloud, by being 100% cloud-native, it removes the need for
infrastructure and the continual maintenance required (such as patches and upgrades),
providing global scalability and access (Duff, 2019).
The continuous growth of GovCloud immersing its services into the military and
other federal entities simply strengthens its popularity, cloud knowledge base, and ability
to abide by government regulations. The Defense Health Agency (DHA) will now be a
host of DHA’s Armed Forces Billing and Collection Utilization within the GovCloud’s
U.S. West focal region consisting of data center clusters built specifically hosting the
government’s most sensitive data. AWS GovCloud is pushing military organizations
outside of their comfort zone to explore comprehensive, broad, end-to-end application
visibility needed to quickly identify and troubleshoot disruptions while tracking
performance before, during, and after new migrations occur to new data center
technologies within the cloud; that said, map service dependencies, the cloud, and its
trend user-experiences delivering from each of their global sites to data centers and cloud
services ensure uniformity and security through quality service delivery.
Conceptual Framework
A strong conceptual framework allows researchers to define the importance of
previous research studies that proffer why the topic requires to be extended in accordance
outlined by the researcher. Research covering the formation of entrepreneurial intention
has truly attracted substantial scholarly attention and interest from entrepreneurship
scholars; since its inception, Professor Ajzen has tested TPB by advancing and
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challenging many social fields, and as a result, TPB has generated substantial interest
amongst many researchers (Tornikoski & Maalaoui, 2019). TPB proposes that behavior
is uniquely predicted by behavioral intention, which, in turn, predicted 3 base
components: attitudes toward the behavior, perceived control over the behavior, and the
subjective norms regarding the behavior itself (Sussman & Gifford, 2018). TPB consists
of 3 types of beliefs, and each belief is accompanied by one construct. Attitudes toward
the behavior (ATT) and behavioral beliefs, subjective norms regarding the behavior (SN)
and normative beliefs, and perceived control over the behavior (PBC) and control beliefs.
Additionally, the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) prefaces the TPB theory and
contributes to its research approach. A scholar/practitioner must understand, select, and
integrate the proper conceptual framework into their study to create a firm blueprint. The
theories bypassed were self-efficacy theory, transactional/management theories, and
change theory since they were not the most representative of this doctoral study.
However, they held strong viewpoints that were considered as closely as possible.
The History of Theory of Planned Behavior
Looking back, an extension of TPB was the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA)
developed in 1975 by Fishbein and Ajzen, asserting the most important research
determinant of behavior was the behavioral intention (Yang et al., 2017). In past research,
TPB was used for illustrative content as an individual cognitively combines subjective
norm, attitude, and a perceived behavioral control referencing target IT to achieve an
intention to use IT; additionally, each individual cognitively combines their intention and
perceived behavioral control to define the use of IT (Ferratt et al., 2018). TPB is a
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fundamental approach to research seeking an individual’s primary intentions to engage in
a specific behavior at a particular place and time, thus resulting in full intention to explain
these behaviors over why people do have the ability to practice and exert self-control.
Similar to online cloud research, scholars draw on TPB to identify critical factors that
may motivate these online customers, including their own beliefs involving trust in the
product, the trust of the given information, in addition to attitude and overall intention
(Chou & Hsu, 2015).
In its simplest form, TPB is used to understand and predict human behavior,
which posits these behaviors immediately determined by each human’s intentions under
certain circumstances leading to perceived behavioral control (Kan & Fabrigar, 2017).
TPB contributes to attitude, in-depth perceived behavioral control, and an assumed selfidentity pathway coefficient significant to predictors of intentions. TPB states that
behavioral achievement mostly depends on motivation (intention) and ability (behavioral
control), distinguishing amongst 3 types of hardened beliefs, behavioral, control, and
normative. Typically, TPB is used to predict new and exciting behaviors without
including any repetitive behaviors or habits in a stable context (Zhang, 2018). TPB has
come a long way since its initial inception researching attitudes, combining perceived
controls and norms to predict our overall intentions. In totality, the past few sections are
TPB encapsulated, and it is used to predict planned behavior.
Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA)
The TRA prefaces TPB, and it intends to perform specific tasks as a function of 2
individual constructs called attitude and subjective norms (Redda, 2019). TRA
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contributes to TRB’s success since it introduced the initial constructs of attitude and
subjective norms before adding the final identifier as perceived behavioral control. While
researching, Ajzen discovered an additional key factor within control beliefs in the
human behavior process of decision making, which intrigued him to introduce perceived
behavior as the final element. The intention is the immediate antecedent of personal
behavior, which indicates an individual’s readiness to engage in a relative behavior.
Similarly, behavioral intention is considered a core concept of TRA, which posits the
individual behavior is directly driven by behavior intention formed by attitudes towards
subjective and behavioral norms (Wu, 2020). From a researcher’s perspective, TRA has
been described as a parsimonious, intuitive, and insightful model used to explain human
behaviors widely applied in predicting behavioral intentions. That said, the TRA
approach posits greater awareness of most social issues generating positive attitudes
amongst them in which that said attitude will, in true fashion, engender a likelihood of
younger adults making social commitments (Zarzuela & Antón, 2015).
In research, TRA shows a well-rounded approach allowing flexibility and
conceptualization. TRA previously demonstrated its effectiveness in predicting the
variability of people’s behaviors across multiple contexts, populations, and behaviors
themselves (Hagger, 2019). The TRA is quite arguably the most common and widely
used theory of its kind. TRA has been used in business management, social psychology,
health care, and marketing. Due to its friendly use in research, TRA explains customer’s
behavioral intentions by assuming each intention is the single most reliable and essential
predictor; thus, all humans should be rational while making systematic choices (Paul et
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al., 2016). TRA has served as the foundation for extended theories encompassing
constructs towards developing more comprehensible explanations of behavior that test
salient processes determining relationships between behavior and true intentions. TRA’s
behavioral intention is viewed as the precursor immediately building to the actual
behavior itself; meaning, an individual will react or decide dependent on the behavioral
intention easily formed or developed. In all, TRA effectively predicts behavioral
intention identifying a compromise, therefore, stopping at one’s attitude predictions in
addition to predicting behavior.
Theory of Planned Behavior
Initially, the theory of planned behavior (TPB) was proposed by Icek Ajzen in
1985, providing the conceptual framework used in this study. A researcher’s choice of
the ideal framework is not entirely arbitrary but does reflect their important personal
beliefs and understandings concerning the nature of knowledge. Similarly, the ideal
framework exists within the metaphysical sense compared to the observer’s relation and
potential roles. They can adapt the tools to be consequently employed is his/her work
(Grant & Osanloo, 2014). With TPB, as a general rule in research, the more favorable the
volunteer’s attitude and subjective norms are, the stronger their perceived control, the
stronger the individual’s intention to perform a behavior should be (Suh & Hsieh, 2016).
TPB has been applied to an assortment of research issues, such as physical activities,
blood donations, drinking problems, quitting cigarette smoking, and fundamental issues
like leisurely behavior. Over the past few decades, Information Systems (IS) adopted
TPB studies as basic theoretical models for computer resource centers, spreadsheets,
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mobile commerce, and electronic commerce services (Yang et al., 2017). TPB is not the
most favorable of researchers’ research methods, but it gravitates towards human
behavior, so there is interest in researching this theory. Within the TPB research,
intentions derive 3 factors suggesting whether the individual plays a favorable or
unfavorable role in attitude towards that behavior (Proctor et al. 2019).
TPB practice merely explains specific intentions to perform a given behavior, and
that intention is correlated to how hard people are willing to perform for that behavior;
this explains that people are influenced by attitude, and their subjective norms are a
perceived control of behavior (Teo et al., 2016). In turn, 2 variables can determine
subjective norms, specifically behavioral beliefs and evaluations of an outcome. The
attitude construct plays an immediate antecedent predicting an individual’s intention to
participate in particular behaviors (Redda, 2019). TPB is such a vast research area that
Ajzen realized the more positive a person’s attitude and subjective norm were, the
stronger their perceptual behavior became, identifying that individual’s necessity to
choose and implement exact behaviors (Yang et al., 2019). TPB has emerged in the
scholastic community as a major framework for predicting and changing the fabric of
human social behavior from its roots. The following descriptions will delve into all 3
types of TPB beliefs and their constructs in detail to paint the overall picture of TPB.
Theory of Planned Behavior: Attitudes Toward Behavior (ATT)
TPB research is broken down into 3 distinguishable identities: attitude towards
the behavior, subjective norms, and perceived control over the behavior. This section will
specifically speak to the attitude of TPB within research development. Weber and
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Gillespie (2001) posed, about attitude within TPB, data sets show the significant
differences existing between action and belief, intention and belief, intention and action,
and the true rationale used to support a belief, its intentions, and how each action differs
from one another (Weber & Gillespie, 2001). Additionally, prior studies on the growth
and acceptance of technology adoption consider the relative concept of attitude. Whether
reflecting favorable or unfavorable feelings concerning particular behavior, it is just as
important a determinant influencing their intention to use (Yang et al, 2017).
Historically, TPB attitudes were assumed to be predictive of behavior, although this
assumption has often been viewed and held as compelling evidence under the contrary. If
researching perceptions of feasibility and desirability in entrepreneurial event models, it
would have similar overall effects on intentions, caused by attitudes and behavioral
controls as referenced in TPB (Alam et al., 2019).
The attitude in behavior plays a composite role in TPB research, and overall
attitudes impacting the results. Due to TPB’s growth and its components such as attitude,
corporations, and organizations alike attempt to utilize psychological behavior changes to
attract business. For instance, the travel industry practitioners and researchers began to
turn their undivided attention to extraneous psychological constructs like beliefs,
attitudes, and values they seek to meet for various responsibilities and customer
expectations (Li, 2017). As Lai (2017) described, attitude is also defined as an
individual’s evaluation of said object and a defined belief creating a link between some
attribute and that object leading to behavior due to intention. To understand and respond
to TPB’s attitude component in an individual’s behavior, higher education institutions are
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exploring the importance of both models and theories of unethical IT use; apparently, it is
more obvious at the social level given technological changes can penetrate societies faster
than these new attitudes towards implemented legal codes and ethical adopted standards
(Ghiatâu et al., 2019). The component attitude impacts researchers and professional
organizations globally, considering the true influence behavior has in an ordinary
environment.
Theory of Planned Behavior: Behavioral Beliefs
The construct of ATT is identified as behavioral beliefs. In the simplest of terms,
BB refers to its motivational factors that influence a given behavior suggesting the
strongest intention to perform this behavior, the more probable the behavior is to be
performed. Like the military cloud computing environment, administrators and engineers
utilize every possibility to stand apart from their peers. Thus, the successful
implementation and administration of third-party cloud storage is a positive start. This
optimistic and expectant behavior acts as a motivational tool to succeed and deliver a
product for the organization. Behavioral beliefs can produce favorable or unfavorable
attitudes regarding their behavior and guides true considerations of both positive and
negative outcomes. Gkargkavouzi et al. (2019) stated their behavioral beliefs mainly
guide an individual’s behavior regarding possible outcomes of that behavior and the final
evaluations corresponding outcomes producing a favorable or unfavorable action toward
that attitude. Behavioral beliefs can dramatically influence an action’s overall result if
that belief overrides every other sense leading to an expected outcome. Similar to taking
a math exam, various theories posit that if attitudes and self-beliefs should truly predict
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students’ final achievements in mathematics, a great deal of independent research has
proven this is indeed the case (Niepel et al., 2018).
Behavioral beliefs are sometimes referred to as behavioral intention, along with a
person’s pre-existing attitudes. It is these intentions predicting or even ultimately
guessing his/her behaviors or responses. This designation truly epitomizes the motivation
of those responsible for deploying this new cloud computing third-party storage practice.
Cloud computing is a new practice to military installations worldwide, and it is these new
practices that may trigger positive emotions previously experienced by current engineers.
Therefore, replicating a project’s completion with success could activate the desire to
prosper by reliving that behavioral stimulus. Like an individual’s perspective, behavioral
beliefs point or refer to the once perceived advantages and disadvantages of actually
performing a certain behavior (Yuriev et al., 2020). The behavioral belief’s intention, for
true results, must be specific enough to predict a specific behavior.
Theory of Planned Behavior: Subjective Norms (SN)
TPB’s second component is subjective norms, also known as social pressure
arising through other people’s expectations, also seen as the individual’s perspective.
Subjective norms are comprised of 2 components described as the individual’s normative
beliefs. In all, what he/she perceives to be what researchers want or expect; second, is the
individual’s motivation or driving need to comply with what others want or expect. Lee
(2017) states subjective norms that each individual is exposed to or privy will have a true
impact on their intentions in recognition of the man being, by his nature, a social creature,
so they will no doubt care about the opinions of what others think, or in fact, believe.
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TPB subjective norms in true form refer to the belief about whether most people approve
or disapprove of their behavior related to an individual’s beliefs about whether those
peers and others of importance think they should engage in further behavior. As
researchers apply this TPB component, the question format is the most used formula
measuring subjective norms; this leads respondents to, at best, a well-defined, or to a
well-defined range of specified people (Passafaro et al., 2019).
The benefits of utilizing subjective norms as a TPB component favored the
researcher utilizing the practice since many factors weighed into their efforts. The
subjective norms determined by an individual’s normative beliefs determine whether
important people like friends, teachers, or parents disapprove of their particular behavior
and the important people’s specific appraisals of that behavior (Guerin & Toland, 2020).
Subjective norms are also important to a researcher because positive support from
persons, individuals, or particular organizations with meaning becomes greater; thereby,
their attitude also improves (Peng et al., 2014). Human nature can yield positive results
when highlighting a subject that the individual identifies as positive or preferable
concerning a subjective norm. Moreover, researchers found that people’s subjective
norms commonly turn towards specific groups for their judgments or standards towards a
particular behavior (Sun et al., 2020). Lastly, the effective composition of injunctive
norms that most people are meant to follow to perform any given behavior describes the
perception of what/how people are doing (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2011). In review, subjective
norms can be determined by perceived social pressure or others to behave or act
reasonably, which is motivated to comply with other views.
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Theory of Planned Behavior: Normative Beliefs
Subjective, also referred to as social norms, refers to the customary codes or
behaviors in a group of larger cultural context. These norms are identified as normative in
groups of people. Normative beliefs are beliefs that an individual is accepted by
particular groups of people and dictate whether that behavior in a specific fashion is
appropriate. According to Fang et al. (2017), while the social norm is meant to refer to
broad ranges of permissible, although not necessarily required behaviors, these beliefs
call a specific behavioral act by the performance of what is expected or even desired
under given circumstances. Normative beliefs practice 2 general uses; it aids in the
prediction of more variables like subjective norms and intention and wishes to perform
interventions measuring normative beliefs providing data where intervention efforts are
truly focused. TPB’s normative beliefs are estimated by the cumulative data of all
normative beliefs, referent’s opinion performing a specific behavior in addition to the
motivation to comply with each referent (Salleh, 2016).
Theory of Planned Behavior: Perceived Behavior Control (PBC)
The third and final component of TPB is behavioral control. PBC is assumed to
reflect many past experiences with the behavior’s actual performance and its anticipated
obstacles, which could inhibit the behavior itself. This clarification of these dimensions
of PBC could help a consumer’s behavior research since it is expected to enhance the
validity and reliability of the PBC definition; accordingly, this will enhance the predictive
accuracy of the 2 variables PBS and TPB (Kiriakidis, 2016). In research, Ajzen (2006)
perceived behavioral control, commonly assessed, is 2 components: self-efficacy (largely
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dealing with the ease or difficulty performing a behavior) and controllability (the extent
to which the performance is entirely up to the actor). A continuous review of the PBC
component seems that it directly predicts behavior as well. Conversely, understanding
perceived behavior control can have a direct effect on and had zero impact on intention.
PBC identifies individual attitudes toward a behavior to emanate from certain underlying
salient beliefs referencing outcomes of that behavior; additionally, those social pressures
are quickly influenced by salient beliefs factoring whether others important to this
individual can believe they should perform that behavior (Chipidza et al., 2019).
Intentions performing behaviors of various types can be predicted with exceptionally
high accuracy from different attitudes towards that behavior, true subjective norms, or
perceived behavioral control; these intentions are tied together with behavioral control
perceptions, accounting for variance in actual behavior (Ajzen, 1991).
With PBC in research today, there are benefits for potential researchers to utilize
this theory and its components. Prior research states an individual’s intention is
ultimately affected, mostly in part, by their perceived behavioral control, which also
found that PBC had a tremendous effect on behavioral intention to learning.
Understanding PBC is important for behaviors identified as not under volitional control
extending the PBC as it really reflects all external factors which can impede or facilitate
the performance (Cheung & Chan, 2000). PBC offers flexibility, which suggests
individuals are rational and are truly affected by motivation within their own decisionmaking processes, making it a reasoned choice amongst various alternatives (Sarmah et
al., 2018). In the simplest of terms, PBC is used in research since it refers to people’s
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ideal perceptions of whether or not he/she can perform the identified behavior and how
easy the application is to perform. PBC directly influences people’s behavioral change
and can moderate or even mediate relationships between behaviors and intentions (Kauer
et al., 2016).
Theory of Planned Behavior: Control Beliefs
The theory of planned behavior control beliefs supports the perception of likely
factors to inhibit or facilitate these behaviors (Ryan & Carr, 2010). These factors include
control beliefs, internal control factors (personal deficiencies, information, skills,
emotions, and abilities) in addition to external controls (opportunities and dependence on
others). Control beliefs reflect information individuals have with the performance of any
behavior, although this take is sometimes inaccurate or incomplete; the reason is it may
rest on irrational premises or faulty information biased by motives like anger, fear, or
other unknown emotions. According to Anand (2017), control beliefs can dictate your
overall perceived behavioral control as each factor is viewed individually. One’s
perception of the power of that control may differ from the power additional control
factors maintain. Control beliefs are beliefs which reflect information people maintain
concerning performances of any given behavior, but his data can also be inaccurate or
misleading and incomplete; in all, it rests on irrational or otherwise faulty premises, by
fear, anger, bias by self-serving intentions, or otherwise reflect failed reality (Ajzen,
2011).
Human action is identified by 3 variations of considerations like behavioral
beliefs, normative beliefs, and control beliefs, which believe that factors impede or
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facilitate the behavior’s actual performance. In addition to additional opportunities and
more resources, individuals tend to believe they possess, and the fewer impediments or
obstacles they anticipate, the greater the control beliefs over the behavior (Ajzen, 1991).
Analysis of Contrasting Theories
Theories are explanations where a system of constructs (concepts) and its
propositions (the relationships between the constructs) collectively presents a systematic,
logical, coherent explanation describing a phenomenon of interest within boundary
conditions and assumptions (Bacharach, 1989). Besides, contrast theories allow each
researcher to predict specific differences amongst cases, thereby testing to see if those
differences reflect the data (Allen, 2017).
Self-Efficacy Theory
In total, there is an abundance of choices to choose from to satisfy the
requirements for this doctoral study, and the TPB seems to be the most identifiable and
required theory supporting case studies. In contrast, multiple rival theories were
reviewed, contenders but not chosen for this scholar/practitioner study. That said, SelfEfficacy Theory, otherwise known as SET, reflects confidence in one’s ability to exert
complete control over one’s true motivation, social environment, and behavior. SET
indicates that individuals with high self-efficacy are more likely to engage in realistically
evident and challenging tasks than those with low self-efficacy. Regarding its stability,
SET aligns with personality traits referring to the psychological structures making an
individual’s behavioral tendencies stable, consistent, and persistent (Li, 2017). Selfefficacy and self-esteem, although similar, are not parallel beliefs. Self-efficacy relates to
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an individual’s self-worth or the overall value of a human being. In contrast, self-esteem
is focused on “being” or feeling accepted just as you are. In other words, people with
high self-efficacy usually have high motivation levels and vice versa, although it is not
what one would consider a foregone conclusion.
The benefits of using SET to support case studies promote the success of
participants supporting research questions and other additional facets of research because
of their motivation to succeed. SET backs beliefs in one’s ability to confront various
situations that play a role in how one feels about themselves and whether they can
successfully achieve their life goals. SET is a positive TPB component but must be used
carefully and consider when dealing with people like students. In higher learning, the less
likely the positive relationship, the greater the chances students will frame a negative
image completely underestimating their abilities; thus, the role of SET in motivating
students a top priority for academics explaining performance is vital to success. SET is
also impacted by IT’s world and its many technical requirements to learn how to use PCs,
the Internet, etc. SET significantly impacts a user’s satisfaction and image, implying that
more confident students feel navigating the web, using email, and learning online tools is
perceived as success and meeting lofty expectations (Abdullah & Abu Bakar, 2018).
Positive thinking leads to positive accomplishments when dealing with self-esteem and
control. In self-efficacy, belief in one’s own abilities to deal with unexpected scenarios
can play a vital role in how someone feels about themselves and whether they choose to
succeed in life by achieving goals. In its simplest terms, self-efficacy supports TPB by
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believing in our own abilities, specifically our ability to confront challenges before
successfully completing the task.
Transactional/Management Theory
Transactional leadership (TL) theory was another approach that could have been
used to complete the study but quickly learned it was too direct and not creative enough.
Meaning, TL theory is more apt to become a military commander or is comfortable
running large corporations that require stringent rules and regulations to complete
objectives on a timely basis satisfactorily. On the other hand, TL’s will not be a solid fit
for places where their creativity and innovative mindset will not allow ideas to flourish.
Think tanks are assumed to utilize TL regularly since it creates an atmosphere more
conducive to knowledge creation, exploitation, and sharing; in particular, while pushing
and encouraging intellectual development, paying specific attention to workers allows
TL’s to motivate these exceptional workers through shared knowledge (Senyo et al.,
2018). TL can be an effective approach if current TL styles simulate employees
specifically based on intrinsic motivation enhancing productivity, which should be
considered too. Successful TL practices center on the rewards and final consequences of
not achieving goals, motivating an employee to be more innovative, thereby motivated by
end-goal success.
The benefits of using TL are that people follow great leaders since they inspire
them, and that leader exhibits an ideal vision and passion emphasizing supervision,
performance, and organization. Positivity breeds positivity, and TL’s are people choosing
to be responsive to their subordinate’s necessities who follow them to satisfy these
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qualitative necessities. TL focuses on their supervisory role, ensuring enhanced
performance and organization while also focusing on structure and subordinate success.
TL’s importance can lean on trust in an organization, which was discovered that in many
cases that trust is lacking, TL leans towards the overall efficiency promoting positive
learning performances.
Change Theory
Lastly, the Change Theory was also a credible choice but did not meet the needs
sufficient for case studies leading to success. CT allows the implementation of change
agents to draw from existing knowledge bases leading to better contributions to collective
knowledge and meaningful change. CT, similar to TL, promotes success using solutions
offered to enhance motivational strategies with existing behavior. CT forms an
organizational pathway towards impact, thereby creating links between development and
a research project and environmental outcomes delivering explicit and critical analysis
through a series of change processes. CT can be developed during multiple stages like
planning but is also useful for evaluation and monitoring, which can develop evaluation
questions, identify indicators for monitoring, and identify gaps in data providing a
structure encompassing reporting and data analysis.
Transition and Summary
In this section, the study’s sole purpose is to explore strategies senior IT military
leadership uses to implement third-party cloud computing for data storage. Within this
section, the history of cloud computing was introduced, and with the new use of
GovCloud computing, the military has decided to take advantage of their production
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environment. The literature review was a candid explanation of cloud computing,
including the history of cloud computing, public cloud, private cloud, hybrid cloud, cloud
platforms, cloud security, security privacy and risk, GovCloud history, GovCloud
customers, and finally, conceptual framework. Main cloud platforms were discussed,
which were Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Software as a
Service (SaaS), and Functions as a Service (FaaS). In section 2, the study’s purpose is
identified in addition to the researcher’s role, data collection, and data analysis
techniques, to name a few. Finally, the methodology and justification for using that
method are covered in detail.
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Section 2: The Project
In Section 2, I discuss the project thoroughly, including the employment of a
qualitative single case study. This section specifically details my role and the procedures
for gaining complete anonymity for each participant. Next, full justification and
descriptions are provided for my participation population. Additionally, the method and
design are addressed with the data collection tools and research ethics. Finally, data
analysis is presented in addition to the information gathered through the study’s
reliability as a whole before concluding with a transition into Section 3.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this qualitative single case study was to investigate strategies
military leadership uses to implement third-party cloud computing for data storage. The
participants were SME, such as cloud architects and virtualization engineers with prior
DoD experience from a random selection of men and women within the IT industry.
Members did not have to be current active duty or veterans, but any prior DoD
experience meeting the extended requirements was necessary. Implications for positive
social change include increased cloud computing security practices for military units to
improve their current knowledge base, trust, and data storage evolution with third-party
vendors. These practices can improve the military personnel’s safety and security, protect
their families, and preserve national security.
Role of the Researcher
As the researcher, my role was to conduct a qualitative single case study by
collecting data, analyzing the findings, and, most importantly, providing results with an
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unbiased outcome. Through examining collected information through various methods,
researchers they can corroborate their findings over data sets, reducing the impact of
probable biases that may exist within a single study (Bowen, 2009). Similarly,
Hammarberg et al. (2016) mentioned the validity and reliability of the terms are
contentious amongst qualitative researchers, some of them preferring verification; in turn,
research robustness and integrity are just as highly valued in qualitative studies as they
can be in other forms of research. I was fortunate enough to work as a cloud engineer
within this topic and interfaced with many professionals through hands-on training and
networking. This is a familiar process since the researcher was able to assist many units
and organizations alike migrating from local storage to AWS GovCloud Impact Level
(IL2) to IL4 housing sensitive and unclassified data containers. For a researcher, the preunderstanding and true openness, distance and closeness, and construction and the
situating of knowledge; plus trustworthiness and integrity, sheer power relations, and
overall ethical dilemmas are certain primacy in qualitative methodology (Råheim, et al.,
2016).
The Belmont Report summarized 3 ethical principles that they determined guide
human research: respect for persons, beneficence, and justice, which exemplifies the
primary ethical framework for all researchers to follow to this day (Kirsh, 2019). It is
known that practices applied to research involving individual human subjects, the overall
benefits, and burdens of those participating in a research study should be fairly
distributed (Mueller & Hook, 2006). The plan was to honor and adhere to these basic
guidelines without question or issue because the men and women involved were civilians,
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contractors, or government schedule (GS) personnel who have been in and around the
military and its practices for many years. For that reason, nothing but the utmost respect
was provided to each participant, and I continued to treat them as the professionals they
were after completing the study.
The Belmont Report was created in response to a study in Tuskegee, resulting in
Congress passing the National Research Act, which protects Human Subjects of
Behavioral and Biomedical Research (Kirsh, 2019). Remaining focused and determined
mitigated any bias from the study while reviewing data and making conclusions. Scholars
have asserted that if the interviewer purposefully maintains a specific bias and leads to
effects in the tone with which they ask questions, there is zero doubt the resulting
information will result in a skewed study (Adhabi & Anozie, 2017). Lastly, data bias can
be controlled when research is combined using complete observations or completely
unstructured observations, expanding the true sample size of the total number of people
contacted by the researcher; and providing cross-checks testing for bias within the actual
field data (Gaber & Gaber, 2018).
In this research, I implemented a rationale for an interview protocol while using a
semistructured interview (data triangulation) and data analysis. I had data from the
multiple interviews, organizational documents such as infrastructure builds and server
farm layouts, encompassing the specific criteria required for that portion of the study to
achieve triangulation for data analysis. Methodological triangulation has its strengths and
weaknesses and uses multiple methods to combine various opinions into a singular topic,
allowing comprehensive cross-checking elements for validation. Online interviews were
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incorporated, ensuring proper data collection. Additionally, with the implementation of
member checking and methodological triangulation, I used both practices to increase the
validity of all future findings resulting from the volunteer’s information. Combining
different approaches into one method is a useful tool many researchers can employ to
meet the basic foundations of success for that specific research point. The use of
methodological triangulation is employed to converge several methods upon a singular
conclusion better supporting a conclusion than one of the multiple methods arriving at a
conclusion (Heesen et al., 2016). Member checking in a qualitative research study is
implemented when researchers use multiple sources of specific evidence increasing their
validity of any given study (Candela, 2019).
Throughout the span of the research, the use of cross-checking data or
triangulation, was incorporated using multiple data resources for theme verification. For
simplification purposes, my member checking practice focused on semistructured
research question interviews for validity, accuracy, and credibility. In research, the
purpose of data triangulation is not always to cross-validate data. Instead, it may be to
capture various dimensions of the exact phenomenon itself. Data triangulation is
considered less of a strategy for validating results and procedures than a true alternative
to the validation, increasing scope, consistency, and depth in methodological proceedings
(Wilson, 2014). Additionally, data triangulation uses variances in events, times, settings,
and so forth may illuminate, revealing atypical data and recurrent patterns, improving all
the findings (Turner & Turner, 2009).
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During the interview protocol, when practicing triangulation, trustworthiness
through triangulation increases confirmability, credibility, and dependability in overall
qualitative studies (Johnson et al., 2017). Semistructured interviews can effectively use
standardizing questions, moderating levels of involvement, and data saturation to solicit
as much information as possible. While employing these online interviews, persistence
requires a consistent, skilled, and motivated facilitator to identify any underlying
discussions potentially recognized, contributing to the data collection. Therefore, the
researcher must supervise existing relationships with their participants and create a
comfortable and relaxing environment for any unfamiliar participants new to this process
(Nyumba et al., 2018). Employing interview protocols were enforced for member
checking and methodological triangulation, ensuring data saturation and alleviating total
bias. The results provided me the opportunity to return to randomly speak to interviewees
and verify the accuracy reported, and I was able to conclude that each narrative was
complete, thereby validating data saturation had occurred.
Participants
This study’s target population included 22 SMEs such as cloud architects and
virtualization engineers with prior DoD experience from a random selection of men and
women within the IT industry. Members did not have to be current active duty or
veterans, but any prior DoD experience meeting the extended requirements was
necessary. In this study, to participate, each volunteer was a minimum of 18 years of age;
additionally, they were an administrator, engineer, or architect overseeing cloud
administration or will be a senior-level technician maintaining GovCloud infrastructure
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for a minimum of 3 years. In terms of young researchers, learning to write in a scholarly
fashion meeting peer-reviewed expectations was a stringent task; however, when invited
to understand the intricacies of these rules, it taught the researcher in-depth research and
professional participants enabled the discovery of difficulties, specificities, and the
overall responsibilities involved (Rodríguez-Bravo et al., 2017). All participants had a
minimum of 5 years of IT experience and at least 3 years of cloud knowledge in
administration or engineering to meet study requirements.
Accessing the participants was not a simplistic task. Using semistructured
interviews, a single case study was used implementing social media for previously
employed active duty members who had separated and worked in a Communications
Squadron or Cyber organization. Additionally, those men and women with military
communications IT experience were recognized and offered an opportunity to complete a
face-to-face, telephone, or Skype interview reviewing research questions for military
cloud computing. After approval, I started with random sampling from military veterans
with IT experience in cloud computing. Approximately 20 to 25 laid the baseline
solidifying their experience, technical expertise, and future military cloud computing and
data storage expectations using third-party vendors. According to McGrath et al. (2018),
rapport is crucial throughout the interview, thus enabling the respondent time to provide a
detailed and rich account of their own experiences at the center of the study.
Each participant in this study aligned with the focal point research question of
what strategies senior IT military leadership are using to implement third-party cloud
computing for data storage. I vetted each participant’s credibility because I am a certified
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AWS Cloud Engineer and assessed the interviewee’s qualification. Importantly, the
influence of credibility is something researchers strive for while designing their study,
collecting or analyzing their data and thinking about ways to present those findings to the
reader (Hoque et al., 2017). Building a rapport, requesting honesty, and validating
credibility is just a small sample of what can be injected into a successful research
collection of information. A strong rapport can assist in collecting quality information
during an interview hinging on the researcher’s ability to place them at ease as well as
quickly earn trust; if not, the participant will remain nervous, hesitant, or even suspicious
to share their opinions or stories which will prevent the study from obtaining good
information (Margolis, 2017). The advantages of building a strong rapport and a
professional relationship using a qualitative research approach allows the interviewer to
ask open-ended questions while offering probing questions and allows participants an
opportunity to respond in their own words (Mack & Woodsong, 2005).
First and foremost, all research questions were presented to all participants in a
way that they understood, acknowledged, and responded to without multiple questions
seeking clarification. I used professionalism to introduce each question with clarity and
conciseness to make every effort to avoid misconceptions from the participants. An
individual should retain the capacity for an individual’s overall consent to relatively
simple research but can have extreme difficulty with their participation decisions. The
actual procedures and/or their risk-benefit considerations seem complex (Palmer, 2015).
Some researchers may, at times, consciously decide to provide information regarding
their own experience and background in an attempt to reduce the imaginary power
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imbalance between them (Waller et al., 2015). Likewise, I ensured that the participants
understood I was a combat veteran in Iraq, Afghanistan, and multiple other
contingencies, which provided the men and women with the knowledge and that I was
trustworthy for also having served honorably.
Research Method and Design
In this study, qualitative research was implemented. It was a single case study
design that suited the focus and was the most appropriate for exploring the strategies
SME such as cloud architects, and virtualization engineers tended to implement thirdparty cloud computing. Analyzing qualitative data swiftly and rigorously are important
for an applied researcher aiming to relinquish solutions to practical problems and their
social conditions directly impacting the world (Watkins, 2017). Accordingly, a single
case study creates a convincing theory if the suggestions are intensely embedded in
several empirical studies (Gustafsson & Gustaffson, 2017). Therefore, a single case study
design was the most appealing choice of the selections because its efficient approach to
identify and question multiple veterans with IT knowledge highlighted experienced
professionals on the subject of cloud computing.
Research Method
A qualitative method was used because qualitative research is obtained through
conversation and open-ended communication, identifying what people think and why
they believe so. The qualitative method in this study was a collection of narrower data
sets normally associated with quantitative studies. Benson & Filippaios (2016) noted that
enforcing a qualitative approach helped capture and map statements, non-verbal cues,
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feelings, contexts, and actions to include social relationships and sections of each
participant within their social settings. This particular cloud computing topic is relatively
less theory-driven solidifying, qualitative, and the quantitative approach. Qualitative
research is not one-dimensional, meaning it is not statistical and can incorporate multiple
realities (Rahman, 2016). Understanding that the qualitative research method can be
somewhat dynamic provides the proper focus to ask the necessary research questions and
keep an open mind. At the same time, the participants expanded on their experiences.
Research like qualitative methods is specifically designed to assess each users’
experience. Thus, how and what their participants feel is truly an intrinsic part of each
experience and its emotions, which are the driving factors behind what these participants
do.
The quantitative method was considered for this doctoral research, but it did not
meet the basic requirements. The quantitative viewpoint can limit a researcher by solely
focusing on numbers that can detract and lead researchers to overlook comprehensive
themes, thereby risking big picture data benefitting research. Quantitative methods also
assume their research is more credible because it is based on statistics instead of mere
observational research. Any researcher’s idea can pose biases or indirect opinions
negating the proper approach to collective information gathering. Additionally,
quantitative methods heavily rely on the ability to anticipate in their research what must
be reviewed and measured in advance (Noyes et al., 2019). Non-experimental research
method designs often fail to provide sufficient data, making a convincing argument
supporting correlation, let alone causation (Lee, 2017). Quantitative researchers must
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develop their hypothesis and use an effective model for analyzing collected data,
especially considering that errors in the setup or bias on the researcher’s part can lead to
troubling mistakes, invalidating all of the results. A large percentage of quantitative
research’s respondents is required for a true representation of its target population, which
is one reason this method is difficult, is expensive, and demands much time to perform
analysis.
Mixed methods were also considered due to the combination of both qualitative
and quantitative methodologies. Mixed methods can be difficult for a researcher since
employing this method calls for expansive knowledge in qualitative and quantitative
research. Similarly, a researcher must dedicate an infinite amount of time to their
research since it is time-consuming, leading to greater expenses, which can be a large
discouragement to researchers. For a clear and decisive study, the researcher must
prioritize every component, ensuring established guidelines are set before commencing
research, leading to contradictory results. Using mixed methods research, sufficient time
is expected to collect and analyze trends from the first data set before commencing
collections of subsequent data; thus, if sufficient time is not allowed for analysis, the
secondary data set will not address the key issues from the initial data set (Halcomb,
2018). Mixed methods design combines exploratory and confirmatory components
superior to traditional methods if applied to research beyond basic hypotheses, with
generational testing towards insights into mechanisms responsible for variances in
outcomes amongst groups.
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Research Design
A single case study design was chosen as opposed to ethnography and
phenomenology. Case studies can be conducted at various points within the research
process, providing researcher’s ways to develop exceptional ideas for additional projects
in the future. One definitive aspect of a single case study is that it offers an incredibly
flexible and efficient assessment and treatment development within the evaluation
process. Single case studies also act as effective broad range conduits covering multiple
research methods non-prejudicial against any specific research type. Moreover, one
strategic implementation might be chosen vice another is solely the researcher’s
responsibility and his/her intentions to meet the study’s requirements (Crowe et al.,
2011). Approaching this research design as an exploratory role, the single case study
design will contribute to the research providing clarity and new insight. Since a single
case study approach was used, comparisons were drawn throughout the research. These
chosen cases predicted similar outcomes and potentially contrasting results based on
theory.
Ethnography was considered for this research design, but it did not fulfill the
study’s parameters. Ethnographic methods can assess an existing design. However, in its
simplest terms, ethnography is holistic in nature, including a formal history of the culture
being studied and their practices, routines, and discussions of that specific environment
(Hurst & Taccone, 2013). In ethnographic research, ethnography requires well-trained
researchers, is time-consuming and takes time for both researchers and participants to
build trust and rapport for full discourse (Malinowski, 2016). Ethnographic data
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collection can be challenging and time-consuming, so the framework approach is highly
recommended. In contrast, the framework approach is rigorous, logical, and transparent,
particularly suitable for managing large amounts of information that remained close to its
data (Jones & Smith, 2017). Ethnography was a strong choice for this research method
since it focused on understanding each participant’s perspectives and observing their
everyday life actions, which was too time-consuming. In all, ethnography was not chosen
because research takes too much time. It can lead to bias. The success of the research
truly depends on the honesty and cooperation of the volunteers within the study.
Phenomenology allows us to better understand the full meaning of people’s lived
experiences, so the study explores people’s experiences in-depth of the actual
phenomena. Phenomenology was not chosen because new researchers can gather
interview transcripts, unstructured notes, and personal texts simply to emerge as
unorganized until all information is reviewed and organized. Secondly, since
phenomenology can accumulate large quantities of recordings and interview notes, a
researcher can find it difficult to identify key themes right away, causing research.
According to Pringle et al. (2011), the phenomenological approach can offer difficulties
at times; however, it has also been documented that even the terminology and definitions
can be unclear. Phenomenology, a qualitative research design, fits the inquiry of
discovering participants’ experience and perception within a phenomenon (Ataro, 2020).
In a research environment, phenomenology can be a powerful strategy well suited to
explore challenging problems and build a greater understanding of its nature to properly
align between particular research questions encouraging scholars to utilize its research
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more frequently. A research methodology, the phenomenology approach uniquely
positions scholars to learn and grow from other’s experiences. However, this is a
powerful method for inquiry. The basic nature of phenomenological research is and can
be, intimidating to researchers (Neubauer et al., 2019).
Data saturation must be implemented in an approach that is consistent with all
research questions and analytic framework and theoretical positions adopted; similarly,
there should be limits to its scope not to risk true saturation losing potency and coherency
if its conceptualization and practices are too widely stretched (Saunders et al., 2017). It is
widely apparent if data saturation is not reached within this research product; the
outcome will most likely hamper content validity. While choosing the study design, it is
imperative the focus on aiming for a design that explicitly details how maximizing data
saturation is recognized. Data saturation is achieved in research when the complete range
of research constructs that make up the theory is represented fully by the data leading to
no more emerging themes (Saunders et al., 2017). The correct sample size must be
chosen, which affords the greatest opportunity to reach data saturation. A large sample
group cannot guarantee the data saturation sought, nor can a small group.
Population and Sampling
The population planned for use will be administrators, engineers, and architects
overseeing cloud administration or a senior-level technician maintaining GovCloud
familiarity. Employers tend to use their secretaries or individuals of their Human
Resources department as gatekeepers, an initial first-line defense from any external
employee or unplanned visitors. Fortunately, gatekeepers will not play a role in this study
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since the population is comprised of men and women with previous military cloud
computing experience found on social networking like LinkedIn, etc. If the DoD
currently employs them, they will be identified by other volunteers who feel they are a
positive fit concerning the minimal requirements the researcher has set forth. Plus, there
is no given timeframe away from the DoD as long as he/she has the necessary systems
engineering or architectural background for cloud computing. A qualitative research
protocol practicing the semistructured research questions during interviewing occurred
when the researcher’s judgment chose selected elements for a specific sample.
Choosing a specific population knowledgeable to include that in-the-know about
cloud infrastructure was more difficult than initially assumed. Although most IT offices
and Communications Squadron personnel are very aware of the migration to third party
cloud practices, pinpointing and specifically narrowing down senior administrators,
engineers, and architects is a delicate balance between networking and politics.
Therefore, the study starts with 22 participants. The most representative and forthcoming
with this new technological practice is referred to as GovCloud computing.
It is important to know that populations chosen for qualitative samples are
purposive, meaning, chosen by their capacity to produce richly textured information
pertinent to the investigated phenomenon (Vasileiou et al., 2018). Besides, the mere idea
of selecting a sample population is to gather with the smallest (least) number of
volunteers or participants (Malterud et al., 2016). Amongst the administrators, engineers,
and architects, the researcher believed it would benefit the study to start with the
Linkedin social networking page to quickly identify and invite the first dozen participants
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into the study. As previously mentioned, each participant must have acquired at least 3
years of cloud experience and 5 years of hands-on IT experience to be accepted to
interview. If the need for additional engineers and architects is required, each participant
will be asked to supply a solid reference they may know and want to volunteer.
Regardless of the number of participants interviewed, data saturation was practiced and
acquired to meet university requirements.
For this research project, a single case study using semistructured interviews was
the most beneficial. In turn, after gaining full access to each preliminary sample, these
participants can begin to introduce others they feel would be interested in the research;
additionally, this random process continued until full data saturation was achieved. The
researcher identified and announced the anonymity and confidentiality of all data
received, guaranteed by the researcher. Simply put, non-probability sampling
concentrates on techniques where units were investigated solely on the judgment of each
researcher. The saturation point is a simple term used to represent any moment
throughout data analysis where identical themes keep recurring. At the same time, no
new material is introduced through additional data sources. In all, saturation is important
since it provides indications of data validity, therefore included in criteria accessing the
quality of the research (Hennink & Kaiser, 2019).
Ethical Research
It is the researcher’s responsibility to explain and identify the study and its
expectations in totality. Each participant’s role was explained and how the researcher
planned on protecting them from external parties. The Belmont report enforces ethical
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principles each researcher must follow to ensure fairness and equality throughout their
research. Technology offers new researcher’s ways to carry out explorations in education
and learning, although these opportunities can provide new ethical challenges
(Haythornthwaite et al., 2016). The researcher planned to ensure that all of the research
material was approved by the Institution Review Board (IRB) before proceeding any
further with any participants. The informed consent process requires many consent
elements, including study purpose, costs, benefits, risks, compensation, procedures,
volunteerism, confidentiality, and withdrawal (Lindsley, 2019).
The overall privacy is a top priority for all the participants and their responses to
research questions during their interview. A solid rapport must be built with each
individual the researcher hopes will quickly form into a trusted relationship amongst us
all. In this situation, participants’ potential ethical hazards or risks must be taken
extremely seriously by any researcher, especially when a specific duty of compassion and
caring exists beyond the research project (Hoffmann et al., 2018). The consent form will
ensure confidentiality and protection, detailed in the actual form when emailed to all
participants. The consent form plan is to disperse it to senior administrators, engineers,
and architects is displayed in Appendix A. Similarly, each participant will also have an
option to accept or decline at any time in person, by telephone, or email. Similarly, the
consent form for non-senior IT military leadership was listed in Appendix A1 with
identical original options. By returning a signed consent form, each participant
(volunteer) understood the study’s nature and was still aware they could have opted out at
any time during the interview should it be necessary.
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Each participant was advised of their voluntary participation and how their
responses to the questions was stored away after each interview. All participants were
notified that their information will continue be kept on a disc and encrypted for security
purposes inside the researcher’s basement and a 500lb capacity steel vault. In research,
secure storage is vitally important. This is simply one aspect from a larger group of habits
and behaviors that are important during the handling of research data meant to be kept
confidential. The data collected from each participant will be securely stored for 5 years
to protect everyone’s confidentiality. There has been controversy offering financial
incentives to varieties of research participants, and this long history remains a contentious
issue in current discussions about ethics research in addition to institutional reviews
humans/bodies ethics committees; thus, they are given the responsibility of concluding
whether these incentives should fall within these ethical guidelines. There was no type of
monetary incentives offered to the participants for the study. The researcher performed a
transcript follow-up to ensure they were honest and open about their experiences and did
not want them to be financially motivated or swayed in any fashion or form.
As the study progressed, a creative environment of trust, honesty, and openness
was established. Promising ethical protection in the form of allowing any participant to
withdraw or decline is mandated. At no time were false expectations for the participants
or any misleading guidance promised during any specific study results. The researcher
reiterated that all personal information will be stored and encrypted safely in his home,
thereby preventing leaked data. When goals of the research are designed to provide major
contributions to specific fields or to improve the understanding or process determining
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the overall efficacy of their intervention; many times, these investigators may perceive
desired outcomes of their studies to be exaggerated or more important than protecting the
individual participants volunteering in the research. Overall IRB approval was provided
by Walden University’s Center for Research Quality providing approval number 03-1721-0471977 thereby allowing the researcher to legally participate in active interviews and
data. Upon receipt of their acceptance, a document was scanned with a wet signature
from the volunteer, and it was required they email or fax it back immediately. Upon
acceptance, they were notified that all data will remain in a secure location for 5 years
following University guidelines protecting their full confidentiality. Lastly, all
organizations were listed in the study as organization one, organization two, etc.
Additionally, the same organization description will protect each participant by
identifying them as participant one, participant two, etc. This practice will provide
anonymity from the Army, Navy, and Air Force. This nomenclature will keep everyone
safe and free from any self-identification when identifying participants in key roles and
their major responsibilities. I ensured each participant was briefed that their privacy and
their identities were not disclosed.
Data Collection Instruments
This section discussed how to collect and meticulously apply information
gathered from the face-to-face, telephone, or Skype interviews reviewing research
questions for military cloud computing. It was necessary to apply direct research
questions as a primary data collection approach during the ongoing semistructured
interviews. When objectives and research questions of a specific study determine whether
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the scope is to gather purely interactional information or data, it informs us about
participants’ interactional behavior under the study or alternate contexts (Canals, 2017).
For this doctoral study, I served as the primary data collection instrument while
conducting a semistructured interview with Linkedin volunteers. According to Ainsworth
(2020), the primary data collection tools at a researcher’s disposal are interviews, focus
groups, observations, documents or records, oral histories, questionnaires, and surveys.
The focus will concentrate on gathering information through individuals completing a
face-to-face, telephone, or Skype interview for military cloud computing, finalized and
transcribed for review. The secondary data collection method was collecting data from
multiple interviews, organizational documents such as infrastructure builds, and server
farm layouts encompassing specific criteria required for the study to meet triangulation
for data analysis.
Mitigating bias is different in each research project, although maintaining focus
and asking deliberate questions can result in unequivocal responses, thereby minimizing
bias. Similarly, by acting as the primary instrument, collecting data helped me learn more
about the participants, facilitate better decision-making, and improve quality through
issues resolved based on overall feedback. Using data collection instruments as a
researcher is deemed reliable if the researcher can consistently produce identical results
after repeatedly applying to the same subjects or groups (Bastos et al., 2014). Likewise,
with previous methods, the specific number of observations necessary depends on the indepth research questions and overarching approach used to gather that information
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(Paradis et al., 2016). Through semistructured interviews, data gathering will be enforced
by the researcher collecting qualitative primary data.
It is essential to understand the intent of each question asked. This way, the
interviewees fully confirm whether the question was answered or should be pursued
further (Proeschold-Bell, 2018). By identifying the commonalities of research, DixonWoods created a checklist of research questions to assess each question’s clarity and
appropriateness, the appropriateness and description for sampling, data analysis, and data
collection, and levels of support in addition to evidence claims, and data coherence
(Leung, 2015). The researcher ensured member checking was employed to verify that all
participants could honestly verify the data’s accuracy against their experiences. Member
checking also included the changing of interpretations testing its validity using credibility
and trustworthiness within a specified timeframe; similarly, the ethical concerns of
returning data to its participant, the dilemma of assimilating and anticipating
disconfirming voices, lastly, deciding who is ultimately held accountable for the overall
interpretation (Birt et al., 2016). During the principal interview, semistructured interviews
will ensure the interview protocol is on the right path. The researcher will guarantee that
each participant in the study will entertain the same interview questions.
Performing research using validity entails what a particular instrument measures
and how well it works. In contrast, reliability covers the faith that one must have in data
obtained from instrument use and to what degree any measurement tool controls for
errors (Mohajan, 2017). Aligning with validity and reliability, member checks enable
researchers to transcribe information gathered, in addition to the population being
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studied, ensuring appropriate representation of established credibility for each researcher,
their culture, all while validating the study (Arora, 2017). All data gathered from the
participants was aggregated, reviewed, and transcribed for follow-up interviews to ensure
correctness and established goals were met. This member checking procedure was a
technique compiling all data and allowing each volunteer to review their responses for
correctness and approval from the participant. Final confirmation solidified all
participant’s results, thereby leading to data saturation. This member checking follow-up
allowed the researcher to ask certain questions about specific points made, which stood
out from each face-to-face, telephone, or Skype interview, allowing the participant to
expand with any additional or specific meanings to their comments. Like data saturation,
member checking was performed until no additional (valid) information could be shared.
All findings were dispersed to the volunteer in the form of a transcript review allowing
the volunteer to review data through a summary, providing them an opportunity to
provide further data or reach data saturation. The interview protocol listed as Appendix
B, describes the questions the researcher asked, and its pattern to ensure data
consumption was reached.
Data Collection Techniques
This section will detail the data collection techniques used to collect the data
representative for the research. The researcher incorporated face-to-face, telephone, or
Skype interview questions during the initial data collection method, ensuring the
semistructured method is reached. Before proceeding any further, interview questions
were not shared with any participants until all cooperation letters were signed and
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returned with their final declaration. When deploying data collection techniques, data
based on several variables are often less robust, requiring the collection of additional
variables in the future, and are subject to availability issues and data quality, requiring
additional data preprocessing and cleaning (Shmueli et al., 2019). After receiving the
consent forms, all research questions were finalized in preparation for email reminders.
During the interviews, it was imperative to acknowledge that interviews were insightful
and provided rich anecdotal evidence of how people honestly feel and act and provide
persuasive direct quotes and insights from participants.
Initially, 10 to 12 participants were randomly chosen to complete telephone or
Skype interviews. Overall, the study interviewed a maximum of 22 volunteers to round
out the data gathering for a final tally. Each interview disc was initialed, signed, and
placed in a 500lb capacity steel vault in the researcher’s basement until each tape is
destroyed. The researcher will be the only individual with access to this safekeeping of
all participants’ data responses safe and secure. The advantages of face-to-face,
telephone, or Skype questions in qualitative research is the facilitator remains central to
the dialogue and can quickly respond to any questions or concerns, thereby creating a
comfortable and relaxing environment for unaccustomed participants (Nyumba et al.,
2018). Another advantage of semistructured interviewing is that the questions are
structured, adaptable, and flexible (Szolnoki & Hoffmann, 2013). As noted in Appendix
C, all research questions covered each volunteer’s observations and opinions about
military cloud computing and data storage with third-party cloud computing vendors. For
the study, it was key that the only data entered into the matrix is that of the participants,
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and no one else’s preventing bias. If data saturation is truly achieved, the volunteers will
no longer expand on anything new to the subject after the initial completion of each faceto-face, telephone, or Skype interview reviewing research questions for military cloud
computing.
Data Organization Techniques
The data organization approach planned to implement data included storing all
emails and printed research questions completed by each volunteer in a secure vault,
transferred data onto a DVD (encrypted), and any notes transcribed from emails passed
amongst the researcher and participant. Each DVD will be stored in its own location
within the safe, so there will be no possibility of confusion or mislabeling. After
reviewing each research question response, a reference journal will be created to identify
significant points the researcher may have overlooked or simply did not make enough
comments during the initial review. During data organization, researchers investigating
their research data management need to ensure best practices of research reporting
ensuring the highest quality of their personal research outputs, which include both
datasets and publications (Perrier et al., 2017).
Focus and attention must be obtained to evaluate each participant’s responses to
the research questions provided. This attention to detail ensured follow-ups with a
detailed transcribed document capable of being reviewed and approved by all volunteers
participating in the study to ensure data accuracy in addition to data saturation. Encrypted
DVDs were created for all participants providing no cross-contamination impacting their
results. In the end, all hardcopy notes, journals, and transcribed manuscripts were stored
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in a private 500lb safe in the basement. This data will be stored for 5 years before being
destroyed or deleted unless directed by the university to do otherwise. This information
should provide the participant with a more satisfactory understanding of the security
lockdown procedures and provide comfort, knowing this sensitive data is secure. As
previously stated, all raw data will be secured for 5 years at a minimum and will be
reiterated on multiple occasions to show the researcher is practicing up-to-date security
practices.
Data Analysis Techniques
For this study, a qualitative single case study was implemented using
semistructured interviews, increasing the likelihood of validity and triangulation. The
researcher used methodology by explaining the methodological approach, describing the
collection methods, describing the methods of analysis, and finally evaluating and
justifying all methodological choices. The researcher’s in-depth studies were rigorous
because of the specific time required to review and consolidate each phase of data tables,
becoming shorter as each user produces more condensed and precise presentations of this
data (Watkins, 2017). A methodological study analyzes or describes methods (conduct,
reporting or analysis, and design) whether in a published or unpublished methodological
study (Mbuagbaw et al., 2020). The use of methodological triangulation facilitates the
validation of researcher data through verification from one or more sources, thereby
testing the consistency of findings gathered from different instruments, increasing the
opportunities to control some threats or cause influencing these results (Green, 2018).
Similarly, methodological triangulation uses a minimum of 2 various collection methods
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to analyze phenomena comparable to each other. It is easier to identify methodological
triangulation if an issue arises; there is strength in additional research to help work
through that flaw or weakness, causing questions. The researcher also plans to use
information that methodological studies deem useful to editors, publishers, students, etc.
Like any catalogued empirical studies used in the past for review or reach-back.
Additionally, to assist in the analysis of enhancement and its interpretation of findings,
member checking helped the researcher create an established tenet of credibility within
trustworthiness. Implementing data analysis demands attention to compiling data’s
ethical concerns in domains using human-subject data (Carpenter, 2017).
Data saturation was employed in this study to solidify the researcher’s findings.
Data saturation is described as the overall quality and quantity of data or information
gathered from a study. Data saturation was achieved when the volunteers could no longer
provide new data, causing the collection of information to cease. Collecting invaluable
data from individual participants allowed the opportunity to review transcribed notes
from each volunteer’s research questions to return to the engineers and architects in time
to verify and solidify their final responses guaranteeing data saturation. Data saturation is
also sought to enrich the researcher’s study by gathering the crucial data ensuring rigor in
the process. In context to the interview questions, each participant was engaged and
asked additional questions accumulated from the face-to-face, telephone, and Skype
review to exploit data saturation to its fullest. After all the interviews were completed, the
researcher reviewed and analyzed the data ensuring each participant answered each
question in totality. Furthermore, the researcher used multiple strategies for data
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accumulation, focusing on well-pronounced, specific outlooks covering the phenomenon,
including interviews, journaling from detailed research procedures, and perceptions. Data
saturation cannot be successfully achieved unless all practical information is emanated
from the volunteer to the researcher.
One method utilized by the researcher was the triangulation method allowing
organizational documents, telephone discussions, and each interview focusing on the
document analysis from each report created. After the researcher collected their data, all
information was transcribed from audio recordings to written notes gathered during the
face-to-face interviews. This is one reason the choice to select NVivo was quickly
decided. One of the most important capabilities NVivo can offer the ability to import full
audio recordings into a repository while partitioning them into separate audio excerpts,
proving extremely vital. The benefit of using methodological triangulation in research
offers any individual four options to choose from, allowing the researcher to make one
final choice to test the validity throughout the merger of data from different sources.
According to Carter et al. (2014), the four methodological triangulation choices are data
source triangulation, investigator triangulation, theory triangulation, and methodological
triangulation. Qualitative researchers need to consider what “quality” means within a
study conducted using a specific research design because articulating how they approach
quality is truly complicated by multiple qualitative research approaches (Roulston, 2018).
Additionally, researchers differ in the emphasis placed on the workings of triangulation.
However, some investigators see it as critical to creating corroborating evidence. In
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contrast, others focus on the potential to provide numerous sightlines, including multiple
contexts enriching the understanding of research questions (Salkind, 2010).
NVivo can support future projects based on its playback ability for audio/video
files, organize unstructured data, import citations, or other bibliographic software for
literature reviews. NVivo offered a computer-assisted tool used to analyze strong
evidence-based suggestions. Ultimately, implementing NVivo provided a pragmatic and
robust way to manage the multiple complexities and nebulous reality of leading
qualitative evidence synthesis (Houghton et al., 2017). NVivo offered many options to
assist and minimize outside distractions with the use of the following practices: all notes
or random tidbits are stored in one location, NVivo provided an organized, structured
analysis approach, allowing the researcher to work with various types of qualitative data,
NVivo makes sub-grouping of its analysis easier, and NVivo assists the researcher to be
more efficient. Lastly, NVivo has an auto coding capability, which functions, making it
completely manageable while coding the data itself. It is these basic practices the
researcher used and molded to support their study and overall findings.
The researcher used each volunteer as one of the sources to implement data
triangulation. Secondly, triangulation can lead to meta-interpretations and the complexity
of a human’s behavior that’s studied from numerous standpoints. Third, the researcher
used methodological triangulation, which equates to the final tool implemented when all
interview data, in its entirety, has been reached, which will provide an in-depth approach
to the triangulation of approaches by combining various procedures. Data triangulation
assists researchers by using multiple methods to collect data about the same topic
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assuring its validity through multiple samples and methods. In research, data
triangulation can potentially reveal that of a social phenomenon’s convolution by
providing a dynamic picture amongst in-depth interviews along with a slower interview
approach enhances data quality (Jentoft & Olsen, 2017). Noble and Heale (2019) delved
into triangulation by simply combining theories, methods, and observances in research,
which can assist with the fundamental biases resulting from the use of single observances
or methods are overcome.
Triangulation can use the combination of one or more methods to achieve a result
and be used to emphasize and determine the researcher’s completeness of data. The data
triangulation method focuses on overcoming issues with validity or biases during each
stage of valid research promises and processes to help approach identified intricacies by
combining multiple perspectives. The researcher uses methodological triangulation to
achieve at least one of the 3 frequently rationales sought. The first rationale is
completeness, which identifies each research method comes with inherent flaws, the
second rationale is contingency, driven by insights of how/why strategies are chosen;
lastly, the final rationale is confirmation improves the capability of its researcher’s to
finalize conclusions from their studies resulting in more robust and generalizable findings
(Jack & Raturi, 2006). In research, each researcher will learn that all methods have their
strengths and weaknesses. When employing methodological triangulation, the idea is that
convergence of several methods entering a single conclusion firmly supports that
conclusion rather than one of the methods finally arriving at a conclusion (Heesen et al.,
2016). However, through the combination of multiple theories, data, and methods,
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investigators, learned that individual strengths from each component should be
capitalized upon (Schwarzenegger, 2017).
Reliability and Validity
When conducting qualitative research in search of reliability and validity, human
emotions and their perspectives from both researchers and subjects are, at times,
considered objectionable biases confounding outcomes in research; it is these same
elements that are considered inevitable and essential, if not treasurable, as they invariably
enhance colors and dimensions to enrich the number of findings (Leung, 2015). When
using a single case study, the employment of data triangulation with intentions to present
similar conclusions increases the study’s overall validity. Building upon a structured and
well-defined qualitative project requires meticulous attention to detail. Two aspects make
the difference between poor research to ensure that fellow researchers accept their
findings as trustworthy and credible. Reliability within a qualitative project seeks
reliability, meaning it will help understand a clear situation that would otherwise be
confusing. The validity, in some scholar’s viewpoints, does not make sense concerning
itself with the “truth” or “falsity” of observations concerning external reality, which
seems to be a major concern of validity (Trochim, 2020).
Dependability
Dependability in qualitative research is important to overall trustworthiness since
it establishes the researcher’s findings as repeatable and consistent. In research,
dependability helps promote valid proof that this research’s conclusions can be repeated
for clarity purposes (Amankwaa, 2016). The researcher ensured dependability by
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following the member checking protocol during the review or summary of the findings
finalizing honest and accurate results. Likewise, dependability is an important asset to
trustworthiness since it establishes the research findings as truly consistent and
repeatable. Researchers want to ensure that if they are verified by other scholars
reviewing their data. In research, dependability denotes the reliability and consistency of
their findings. The degree to their research procedures is documented, permitting outside
researchers to follow, critique, and audit the entire research process itself (Moon et al.,
2016). It is proper to maintain some sort of audit trail or data compilation, or the
dependability may not be assessed. Its trustworthiness and dependability of their study
could be diminished. For scholars to review a qualitative study’s dependability, a
researcher looks to verify if the study’s owner was careless or made simple mistakes in
collecting data, conceptualizing the study, interpreting their findings, and finally
reporting results (Williams, 2011).
Credibility
In research, credibility is the number one criteria or aspect which must be
established and is normally seen as the premier aspect a researcher uses to establish
trustworthiness. Triangulation, in addition to member checking, helps fully establish
credibility and contributes to trustworthiness. Synthesized member checking can help
introduce the co-constructed approach of knowledge by allowing participants an
opportunity to engage and contribute to the interview and interpret information months
after their semistructured interview (Birt et al., 2016). Credibility can demonstrate the
overall truth of research findings, especially when triangulation is concerned. That is
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triangulation results in more factual findings than one individual approach. Credibility in
research can be defined as the confidence placed within the truth of that researcher’s
findings and establishes whether the findings represent plausible data drawn from the
researcher’s original data and correct interpretations of the participant’s original views
(Korstjens and Moser, 2017). A researcher is seeking the value of quality over quantity in
this research approach. Quality is sought because the readers or participants can only
reasonably judge the results’ finality or credibility. Researchers use credibility as a spare
for internal validity. They are deeply rooted in the value of truth, asking if the researcher
articulated or developed certain confidence levels with their findings focused on the
phenomenon investigated (Lemon & Hayes, 2020).
Transferability
Although purposive sampling is the better sample match for the research’s aims
and objectives, improving the studies rigor and its trustworthiness of the overall data and
results (Campbell et al., 2020). The researcher ensured transferability by describing the
detailed research methodology, purposive sampling, and research context (Muthathi et
al., 2017). The researcher will consider the sample subjects’ characteristics, which are
immediately related to each research question. Transferability is established, providing
readers significant evidence that the research and its findings cannot independently prove
the study’s findings and applicability. Transferability is also demonstrated through the
practice of data collection. When a researcher implements transferability within their
project, it is important to identify the principles and criteria for selecting specific
candidates while detailing the participant’s key characteristics so the final results’
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transferability can be accessed. Transferability is critical to applied research because
policy and leadership rely on data, recommendations, and conclusions from a small
number of research projects; it is these projects which heavily rely upon the evidence
through a range of contexts, which makes it different from the one where applications
will be created (Moon et al., 2016). According to scholars, researchers must make a
concerted effort to which they cannot definitely prove that their outcomes based solely on
the interpretation of data are transferable. However, they can establish a strong
likelihood. The participant’s details were recorded using data collection and accurately
documented for research purposes to delineate the use of transferability.
Confirmability
Confirmability focuses on establishing the researcher’s findings, and
interpretations are definitively derived from data, requiring the researcher to demonstrate
just how conclusions and their interpretations are reached (Nowell et al., 2017). Using
qualitative research, participants’ perceptions and actions are scrutinized for expressions
of meaning internal to a given context, consistent with selected qualitative methodology
practices the researchers interpret each participants’ expressions through. Using
triangulation, the researcher understands the phenomenon being studied and ensures the
findings will be robust, comprehensive, rich, and well-developed. Additionally, member
checking will support triangulation by allowing its participants to clarify their initial
intentions, allowing errors to be corrected, and finally providing additional data if
necessary. Auditability, which is commonly referenced as confirmability, is identified as
orderly record keeping for every individual methodological choice; for example, a
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detailed record of each source of information, decisions, sampling, and expository
systems of their execution (Amankwaa, 2016; Cope, 2013). For a researcher to achieve
confirmability, these researchers should demonstrate the results are clearly tied to
conclusions by any means they can follow and replicate their process (Moon et al., 2016).
Additionally, for researchers to achieve confirmability, they must take steps to validate
their findings emerging from the information and not their predispositions. Researchers
can make every effort possible to document their verifying procedures and double-check
the entire research project's data. Throughout the interview question reviewing process,
new data may tend to seem redundant if already collected; thus, during interviews, the
researcher must focus on replicating data that he/she may begin to hear over and over
(Saunders et al., 2017).
Transition and Summary
Section 2 identified the purpose statement and quickly delved into the researcher
who acted as the prime research author. Additionally, the research method and its design
concerning relation to the ethics of the research were discussed. Data saturation is already
implemented into the projected interviews, and one focal point the researcher ensured
was practiced, identified, and enforced in each research question. Data analysis and data
collection were also covered, identifying the transition from transcribing manuscripts
over the telephone, ensuring data saturation. The plan was to use NVivo to organize all
organized data allowing me to specify each finding which aided significantly. Lastly,
reliability and validity were covered in-depth, including member checking. In section 3,
the researcher spoke to the overall study results and greatly delved into the findings.
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Section 3: Application for Professional Practice and Implications for Social Change
This section contains derived information from the qualitative study with findings
and their impact which can be useful to any follow-up professional practices or studies. I
discuss the purposeful data gathered during my study with the intent to provide
opportunities for social change while making recommendations for further professional
studies. Finally, I provide solid recommendations for further studies in addition to the
reflections of this study.
Overview of Study
The purpose of this qualitative single case study was to investigate strategies
military leadership uses to implement third-party cloud computing for data storage. The
invaluable data received originated during the semistructured interviews, telephone, and
in-person interviews, and organizational documentation received from multiple
volunteers for unclassified infrastructure environments. In this section, I summarized why
I conducted this specific study and addressed investigational strategies the military
incorporated to implement third-party cloud computing data storage.
Presentation of the Findings
The primary research question for this study was as follows: What strategies are
senior IT military leadership using to implement third-party cloud computing for data
storage? All findings are presented in this section, and the four conclusive themes are
identified during the data collection. The population I used in this study was cloud
administrators, engineers, and architects within a large Midwestern city with a minimum
of 3 years of cloud computing knowledge and 5 years of total IT experience. I
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successfully conducted 16 face-to-face and semistructured interviews, 2 telephone
interviews, and four Skype interviews. Each interview was member-checked to ensure
the transcription was accurate, thereby enhancing the process of methodological
triangulation. In turn, methodological triangulation was employed to analyze data sources
identified from semistructured interviews and organizational documentation analysis. The
interviews were supplemented with purposive sampling. Members were not required to
be on active duty or veteran’s status to participate in the study. They did require DoD
experience in one of the categories mentioned above. Four major themes arose from the
invaluable information gathered from each participant. The themes were as follows:
1. Working relationships amongst AWS vendors and active duty or contractor
personnel.
2. Strength of newly created security practices when both teams are combined.
3. All training/learning curves are considered with the new cloud data storage
training.
4. Continuous safety and improvement of the overall infrastructure.
All four significant themes afforded opportunistic strategies for senior IT military
leadership to implement third-party cloud storage. In support of these themes, all
unclassified infrastructure documentation contributed to the overall security and
hardening of the cloud installation and points of potential vulnerabilities the third-party
vendors could recognize and mitigate immediately. Knowing and understanding the
security mindset each third-party vendor brought to the table was valuable and refreshing.
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Encompassing all internal military DISA regulations and requirements bundled with
AWS GovCloud practices security strategies is a culture built for future success.
Theme 1: Working Relationships Amongst AWS Vendors and Active Duty or
Contractor Personnel
Amongst the four themes identified, Theme 1, working relationships amongst
AWS vendors and active duty or contractor personnel, was one of the most recognized
occurrences within the 22 volunteers associated with this study. Both AWS and military
teams include administrators, engineers, and their architects. Both teams, identified
above, bring a constant to the current military infrastructure from a professional and
technical perspective: cloud computing security and safety. Participants 11 and 19
injected their professional viewpoints as 2 of the strongest, secure environments within
cloud computing are now only going to improve with overlapping practices and
procedures implementing mitigatory prevention. In layman’s terms, this current
environment is a dynamic infrastructure security-wise, but it is more efficient with the
support and addition of AWS security practices. According to the Undersecretary of
Defense, Christopher Lowman, change is uncomfortable, but as previously mentioned,
the team needs to get comfortable with being uncomfortable (as cited in Ferdinando,
2018). During the interviewing process, one of the main themes was the need for a oneteam-one-fight mentality if this indoctrination was going to be taken seriously, ultimately
leading to a full-fledged success. Participant 2 made it immensely clear that regardless of
an individual’s race, religion, or nationality, they were given a fair and equal chance to
succeed, which is a positive approach for such a large corporation. This professional
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practice simplifies this technician in making friends and creating those rapports because
everyone is on the same team expecting successful results.
Each technical team negotiated an extremely rigorous letter of intent, bound to
hold both military and AWS personnel accountable for their current, future, and even past
actions leading up to this joint venture. During the interview, Participant 8 painted a clear
picture that the technical trainers guaranteed everyone would learn at the same pace and
were encouraged to ask questions for clarity or preparedness. It was agreed upon that
members of both parties would limit all training, physical hands-on/on-the-job-training,
any technical or vendor-specific communications amongst one another to the data center
and training centers. This decision was made to ensure everyone did not get ahead of
themselves when it came to training, which kept the team focused on the previously
agreed guideline regimen, thereby strengthening the trust and new rapport between both
parties. Outside of each zone, it was imperative that everyone signed a legally binding
document forbidding outside discussion, possibly leading to leaked AWS practices.
Likewise, participant 20 was not prepared for the course to be as seamless as it initially
started. Participant 20 mentioned he had been in the military for many years and had
always heard the team trainers say they would start slow. Until that point, it had never
occurred until now, inspiring even the most hesitant of people enrolled.
These professional relationships between the AWS technical training team and the
military-technical trainers must be patient, understanding, and mature when learning new
technology and allowing rapports to grow in time. While learning how both the AWS
engineering teams, military contractors, and service members planned to work together
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was rather simplistic when reviewed. Initially, only the senior technical engineers and
architects met before teaming was initiated. The standard for each setting was respect,
open-minded communication, and future expectations. These goals allowed each team to
pinpoint their concerns and understand how each entity planned to meet, adjust, and
manipulate their training plan should it require amending to meet requirements for
training purposes. Two hand-drawn infrastructure plans were created during interviews
contributed by Participants 14 and 3. Both explained how impressed they were when the
AWS GovCloud team took their expertise and quickly added it to their training regimen.
Participants 14 and 3 promptly realized that the GovCloud team was there to provide a
more suitable learning environment, explaining the physical and virtual approaches each
team had planned to present and identify as a building block for engineers. Tripathy
(2016) reported that every team is represented by various opinions, talents, ideas, and
cultural backgrounds. However, there is a requirement that each individual accepts one
another, recognizes one another’s abilities, and works together mutually. I was not privy
to the actual drawings but received a rather conclusive idea of how the current enterprise
was functioning vice the changes being made for success.
The interviewing process revealed some very real and, at times, personal fears,
and excitement about working with third-party vendors like AWS. One of the largest
concerns was the expectation that each contractor or soldier did not want to feel as if they
were slow in gathering the material presented to each team during training phases. There
was also concern about a lag or a lack of understanding from a senior technical soldier,
and how they should approach the AWS instructors and ask them to repeat a specific
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training process without hindering the entire phase itself. The senior technical instructors
explained that a water/bathroom break would occur every 90 minutes. These breaks
would allow any military or novice AWS technician to speak freely to the technical
instructors asking them to repeat a specific portion of the curriculum so they would
understand and absorb it more freely. In other words, if team members were to stop the
class and ask questions for clarity, the question in point could change the timeline of the
schedule dependent on the instructor’s explanation, etc. This would allow other
teammates to start internal conversations while the question(s) were asked, thereby
causing a significant distraction as a whole, detracting from the training altogether.
Participant 15 admittedly acknowledged that she was born with a learning disorder and
was always one of the last students or soldiers to finish her work as she grew up. To her
surprise, she intently listened to every word each instructor had to say. In the end, she
became great friends and colleagues with 2 of the technical trainers breaking the military
and third-party bounds with hard work and respect.
At that time, it would prompt the instructors to slowly backtrack and teach that
individual curriculum from a different perspective allowing a different viewpoint for
those men/women who did not initially absorb the training the first time, thereby
increasing cloud understanding and knowledge as a whole. Participant 6 shared that she
was struggling with some of the technical jargon AWS taught to the group and
challenged one of the instructors to approach the curriculum differently after returning
from break. After that portion was completed, the class was asked if the second delivery
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was more fluent and understandable than the first. Approximately 3 quarters of the class
agreed it was easier to follow and more streamlined.
It is apparent that both technical teams (AWS and military) were seeking an initial
change or approach to their training regimen, and both the AWS instructors and the
military training team obliged. After a week of data aggregation and transcript creations,
the interviewer specifically emailed all transcribed data to each participant requesting
him/her to review it for continuity. At that time, I touched base with Participant 18 to
verify and validate the face-to-face interview they shared. I was able to solidify member
checking with Participant 18 by having her review the transcripts he emailed her and
finalizing her comments. Member checking in this specific scenario substantiated the
results for accuracy and completeness was an ultimate success. The participant felt the
datum was surmised almost as fluid as she remembered explaining the scenario.
Participant 5 added that combining practices exemplifies the best of the best. It prompts
both parties to join teams, although disparate, to create a cloud computing infrastructure
with the most stringent of security practices and expectations. Within TPB, an
individual’s expectations are the probability a particular behavior will result in a specific
outcome like the AWS instructor. In this case, the professional asked the leading cadre
member to renegotiate the training and approach it from a new angle with a fresh angle of
attack helped tremendously. The anticipated outcome reinforced the necessity that
working with, and alongside equal peers can result in positive encounters.
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Table 1
Frequency of Theme 1, Vendor/Government Relationships
Source of data collection
Sources of

D

Valuable Comments Teams Vested

Total Success

Data

Growth and
Stewardship

Participants

16

20

17

14

Document

7

11

20

19

Note. Theme 1, Vendor/Government Relationships, d = data collected from.

NVivo's word aggregation for data analysis tracking and word recognition
brought together some exciting keywords recognized as common or recurring. When the
participants were asked to describe a bold, differentiating keyword that came to mind
combining both AWS GovCloud and government professionals, 40 top descriptions came
to the forefront almost immediately. Whether I was a novice, experienced, or senior
member of one of the two teams actively participating, it was their position that
descriptors like policies, success, training, and security came to mind. As the software
continued to build the cloud (word) aggregator, I discovered the correlation between the
descriptions and the theme. Each contributing word explained the factors of 2 dynamic
teams working together to assemble, train, mold, and deploy competent technical cloud
computing engineers and architects pursuing the next evolution of data storage via thirdparty vendors. Nearly 55% of the descriptive definitions were a one-to-one relation
supporting the theme from the direct responses received. About 25% of the definitive
meanings were linked to the theme but did not possess the ideal description the researcher
felt was lucrative as the direct responses.
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This particular theme aligned with current literature because of disparate technical
teams migrating to incorporate cloud computing into a definitive infrastructure. For
example, data have shown that working relationships amongst AWS vendors and active
duty, or contractor personnel implementing security technologies that can enhance the
businesses' infrastructure before cybercrime incidents occur (Tsakalidis et al., 2019).
Comments like these from internal professionals reveal from from personal and
professional experience that two disparate teams can successfully migrate while building
a solid rapport with one another. These rapports build continuity and honesty through
training and proven technical capabilities. I learned that senior military leadership had all
participants write down in their own words what benefits and or hesitations each had of
the upcoming training taught by senior technical experts. This documentation was shared
during the interviews. Approximately 65 to 70% of the class felt the combination of both
extremities (civilian sector and military) would not combine well but felt that they would
succeed in the end. This information is represented in Table 1, Theme 1 of the study.
Additionally, this theme aligned with the current literature because of the personal
and professional rapports built within each team's training. It is much easier to create a
rapport with professional co-workers allowing everyone to understand their expectations,
thereby making the learning process more open and accepted. That said, Tran et al.,
(2018) detailed that through friendship, employees should rely on their immediate leaders
or supervisors for exchanges of technical skills associating a higher level of integrity and
trust, obligation, respect, and support through encouragement. Like security or
infrastructure safety, communication is just one of many items that assist both technical
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team members and their students to effectively engage one another with respect,
commonality, and professional courtesy. These approaches can assist in the strengthening
of rapports from third-party vendors to the contractors and military personnel learning
this new cloud computing technology.
This theme aligns well with TPB because daily behaviors and their expectations
to succeed are called upon to drive the mission forward, validating Ajzen's TPB theory.
For example, similar to the behavioral intention of the TPB theory, motivational factors
dramatically influence any given behavior when a stronger intention expects to succeed.
It is likely followed by the remainder of the group behaving the same to meet success.
This positive outlook, although seemingly starting grim, supports one of TPB's six
constructs for attitudes. In this scenario, attitudes refer to the degree to which an
individual either poses a favorable or unfavorable behavior of interest in an endeavor.
Strengthening personal and professional rapport in the workplace solidifies what the
theme identified earlier. Likewise, as explained in the previous sentence, attitudes can
impact an endeavor or a simple training routine accompanied by many, whether favorable
or unfavorable. If the group's attitude is positive, the initiative will favor that committed
relationship. If not, the working rapport could suffer because a few technicians do not
feel the training or is going as planned, causing a toxic environment. Identified by
Participant 3, attitudes reigned throughout the initial briefing leaving several of the group
on the fence. Still, after multiple meetings and gatherings, the relationships started to
click, and technical aspirations were achieved, providing excitement changing attitudes
completely.
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Another supporting behavior complementing theme 1 and its sources of data is
that of social norms. At its simplest, social norms identify customary codes of specific
behavior detected in groups or larger cultural contexts. Social norms classify as
normative in distinct groups of people. The military personnel and AWS technicians were
no different in their expectations besides the clothing and uniforms identifying their roles.
Each participant interviewed had very deliberate and personal responses painting exact
pictures of how they felt when the training started. It was these basic social norms that
they adhered to since many of them mentioned they were speaking amongst their peers
and trying to understand their approach and why they felt the training was going to be
successful. This information firmly pointed to the perceived power expectation in TPB.
Perceived power is the perceived presence or factor that facilitates or impedes the actual
performance of a behavior. Meaning, perceived power points to an individual's perceived
behavior over each factor. These attitudes and approaches towards the first theme
specifically exemplify the strength of these technicians wanting to succeed and how their
behavior positively impacted others. From the collection of this data, the findings show
that both military and AWS technicians are pushing for success and technical expertise in
the end. Although participants had mixed emotions, in the beginning, continued positive
support followed by improved training for all personnel concluded in positive outcomes
and overall success. These positive approaches can improve the overall success of the
project if continuity and repetition are enforced.
Lastly, TPB is known as certain beliefs about the actual presence of factors
facilitating or impeding the performance of that behavior. Multiple participants requested
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to change their transcripts because they wanted to reword their initial entries and sound
more robust in their explanations. The researcher was able to verify data triangulation by
using face-to-face interviews and semistructured interview questions while approaching
the participant in different contents, thereby breaking from the norm, and differing in
sampling strategies.
Theme 2: Strength of Newly Created Security Practices When Both Teams Are
Combined
It is not a secret nor a surprise that corporations and manufacturers alike
implement and practice some active security in their daily mission planning. With that,
every team within a small, medium, or large enterprise will always have fresh interns and
senior members who have been with the company for years and years. Participants 1 and
4 commented explicitly on the attention to detail and the severe approach both the
GovCloud and military security teams took to migrate these plans. Whether new to the
team or not, each member has their viewpoint and approach to how they practice security
and plan to shuffle and employ their new company’s security expectations. According to
participant 7, military contracted teams have solid and technically specific security
practices developed for their expectations. Though proprietary, one can expect each
company’s expectations to be similar because they all expect 100% success with zero
outages and deviations from the daily approach (if possible). Throughout the globe, in
highly contested areas today, soldiers face realistic cybersecurity offensive operations;
these security occurrences are used to intentionally disrupt, dismantle, or degrade the
military’s ability to accurately make effective security decisions at war which includes
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the most impactful and everlasting deployment of cloud computing as a technical strategy
(Puckett, 2020). Without applying controlled security practices in place, randomly
running incoherent scans or mitigation processes is ineffective without a strategic plan to
follow through after the process is complete.
Lackadaisical practices lead to failures in mission planning, thereby threatening
the security and safety of each enterprise. Participants 19 and 22 were chosen to help
migrate AWS GovCloud and military security procedures before technical trainers taking
the helm. Due to the responsibility and expectations of many companies worldwide
dealing with real-world technical scenarios, all guidelines and policies must be adhered to
distinctly. In case of severe threats from malicious entities amongst and beyond the scope
of corporations, the company could implement extreme measures like blocking firewall
ports or shutting internet access down completely, including their network (Entrepreneur,
2020). With new cloud technologies, security is second-hand within their infrastructure
using STIG hardening, DISA lockdowns.
Additionally, participant 9 quickly recognized the rapport and communication
each team was displaying. Participant 9 advised the researcher that he had been on joint
operations (Army and Air Force, Marines and Navy, etc.) and had not seen 2 disparate
team’s gel so quickly from a personal and professional standpoint. In addition, the
strength of 2 separate entities, one military, and one commercial, will be able to
consolidate 2 successful practices supporting cloud computing devices and their
proprietary data storage approach.
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Dudash (2016) asserted that 3 key ingredients or recommendations promoting the
DoD’s transformation to make the best of cloud computing are: implementing a new
DoD private, secure cloud, standardize basic security categorizations, and implement a
minor security risk commercial cloud solution. As advertised, security is inherent for this
migration's success to meet the mission’s requirements while continuing to fulfill DISA’s
recommendations. The researcher asked 3 high-ranking technical military leaders to
create a brief infrastructure document or freehand drawing of how the current practice is
working, considering its security practices prevent incoming attacks against external
threats. All 3 participants, 1, 3, and 19, quickly drafted their nearly identical responses,
which they described as unclassified, and transferred to AWS GovCloud experts.
Table 2
Frequency of Theme 2, Combined Security Practices for Migration
Source of data collection
Sources of
Data
Participants
Document

D

Migration of

Willingly Accept New

Acclimation Issues Growth and

Security

Training Rigors

16

20

17

14

4

8

18

16

Acceptance

Note. Theme 2, Combined Security Practices for Migration, d = data collected from.

Using NVivo assisted in answering specific questions learned from the
participant's responses throughout the data collection process. In the end, about 80% of
those common themes came to light after having these members review their transcripts
for mistakes or potential updates to add to the study. Meaning, in the beginning, a
substantial percentage of the participant pool agreed that AWS GovCloud and the
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military (government personnel) could actively mingle amongst one another and combine
to have an effective cloud computing dynamic every senior leader expected. Of those
polled, approximately 59% of the interviewees agreed that security practices combining 2
disparate security programs could create a near-flawless secured environment. In other
words, with the military's best practices and AWS GovCloud's commercial experience,
there would be little to no reason this joint venture would not succeed unless some
internal entities with malicious intentions promote failure. As the researcher progressed,
an elevated response came to light which was not initially expected. 23% of the
volunteers described some hesitancy towards the migration of both professional teams.
As the interviews progressed, the researcher made every attempt to have these members
expand on their decisions. The mere thought was military personnel and third-party
vendors may not work together due to each other's expectations. Lastly, 8% felt they had
a strong opinion towards a different response but would instead be represented by a not
applicable reply making every attempt to remain neutral towards the scenario.
This theme aligns with the current literature due to many databases throughout
(Walden database, Google, etc.) offering many substantiating articles supporting this
study. For example, according to Whitehead (2020), migrating organizations must
determine their testing level based on best security practices ensuring that these tools,
processes, and practices are up to standard; ideally, the essential security tests should
incorporate vulnerability assessments, penetration tests, and random cyber-hardening
tests ensuring the migration meets all party's needs. Combining 2 disparate practices can
be successful, but leadership must ensure that they do not lose sight of the combination of
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approaches melding into one, causing a temporary, weak point in the infrastructure.
Therefore, both AWS GovCloud and the military communications squadrons must make
every effort to avoid cloud sprawl. In the most accessible terms, cloud sprawl identifies
when an individual or group of cloud engineers combine cloud practices but mistakenly
leave out important practices like substantial documentation, insecure or non-compliant
procedures, or worse. Another viewpoint that proves this theme aligns with the current
literature is the empirical research found amongst researchers describing their methods,
data and sampling strategies, and overall data analysis results. With the identification of
literature reviews discussing previous studies or methodologies recreating their research
process via analytical tools, the information continues to aggregate for future researchers
seeking similar topics.
A second reason this theme truly aligns with the current literature comes from a
real-world scenario that occurred during the technical training course given by AWS
GovCloud and the military team. A military team member used to work for AWS as a
cloud technician before joining the military. It was noticed during the initial training that
several security anomalies and started to check backlogs immediately. Out of the
employee’s scope of responsibility, it was identified that the system used for their
production environment had been hacked. Upon recognizing this drastic issue, the
military member used previous AWS cloud computing knowledge to initiate, navigate,
and ultimately mitigate the issue by the close of business. This issue unknown to the
military would shut down firewall ports and temporarily disable the DMZ for short
periods causing real-world hardware and virtual machines to display vulnerabilities only
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senior AWS technicians knew about. This senior engineer recognized and reacted to the
vulnerabilities providing secondary and tertiary firewall corrections to combat any
failures should they arise.
Spillages within military confines can impact data storage and increase real-world
knowledge accessed by third-world threats. Also, to keep true to the non-disclosure
agreement (NDA) document he signed while leaving AWS, he ensured he had others'
help but did not give them direct guidance about correcting the issue. If he had, that
would have ignited a significant security violation and actual breaking of the NDA.
Afterward, he advised he was recognized by both parties and was given a bonus by the
military, which provides monetary payments to any soldier, which helps saves lives, data,
or infrastructure, thereby avoiding future flare-ups. Although rare, this participant saved
the technical teams an unimaginable amount of money due to legacy software practice
still in place and working within the military's production environment kept showing
signs of degraded use and intermittent failure. Secure cloud computing organizations
failing to address their security challenges or shortfalls show by 2020, one-third of all
successful attacks against enterprise systems will be initiated through shadow IT
resources (Nissim et al., 2019).
This specific theme aligns with TPB because the subjective norm is an
individual's perception of a particular behavior merely influenced by a peer's, spouse's, or
teacher's judgment. In turn, TPB strongly supports this reaction and the participants'
overall outlook to ultimately change their minds to meld with the remainder of the group.
In its most accessible form, subject norms are a person's belief about whether their peers
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and those of importance concerning the person feel he/she should engage in a specific
behavior (LaMorte, 2019). Subjective norms are the expectation or otherwise subjective
probability that an individual and/or group can approve or disapprove of the actual
behavior under consideration. Military instruction is disciplined, directive, and controlled
and should provide for an easier learning curve and overall, technically capable session if
most of the participants provided AWS with an opportunity to deliver their knowledge,
thereby increasing expertise and hands-on knowledge. AWS is a globally recognized
cloud computing expert known for its technical expertise, knowledge, and capabilities.
AWS' technical capabilities are known since AWS was awarded the first 600-milliondollar contract to a military organization striving to compete in the GovCloud industry.
Although unclassified, it was still a controlled document that every participant
commented on. In their opinions and approach made the researcher's data more
significant and realistic. In today's society, perhaps the most considerable resistance to
adopting the cloud in IT centers concerns legal issues and data security; fortunately,
many providers like Amazon and Google have made long-term commitments to create
best practices in addition to securing customer data and overall privacy (Kuo, 2011).
About TPB, several military technicians did not want to feel they were headed for a
successful endeavor but continued the path due to their loyalty to the team and the overall
mission. This behavior is what TPB refers to as perceived behavior control. PBC is best
identified as an individual's conceptualized behavior, decision, or conscious plan to exert
effort, therefore purposely engaging in a particular behavior (Conner, 2001). It is not rare
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for technical professionals to not see the entire picture or fathom an outcome that is
favorable, so immediate doubt is cast, causing unhealthy approaches to modern practice.
These responses explained an ideal training scenario where both disparate entities
came in prepared but unexpected of one another's approach to the general practice and
push from senior military leadership. After months of studying and learning the technical
portions of the alternate teams AWS training, the security and migration transformed into
an infrastructure capable of maintaining the AWS GovCloud as a whole. Through the
assistance of purposive sampling, notice the availability and importance and overall
willingness to volunteer, in addition to their ability to communicate opinions and
experience in an articulate, reflective, and expressive manner (Palinkas et al., 2016). This
approach provides viewpoints from 2 technical entities meeting one another in an
unknown environment without prejudice or hesitation. These findings confirm the data
analysis results leading to a successful security migration for all involved.
Theme 3: All Training/Learning Curves Are Considered With the New Cloud Data
Storage Training
Whether employing 40 members or 400,000 employees, training in any
corporation is responsible for learning about the company's culture, expectations, safety,
sexual harassment policies, etc. Failure to train and adequately discipline any new
employee can lead to violations, data inconsistencies, security violations, and so on.
Participant 7 spoke of the training they experienced while transitioning from military
engineering responsibilities to new AWS expectations, which was a giant leap from her
declaration. It was made clear that both the military and AWS GovCloud took the time
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and effort to commit a program that allowed both parties to engulf themselves in each
other's training playbooks, thereby allowing a different set of professional eyes to review
and determine where the program would go from this point. At this juncture, a training
plan was implemented and dispersed to all technical supervisors and SMEs for their
review before ensuring each training member had their copy. The review of these plans
allowed several iterations of changes and necessary updates, proving that both parties
were well vested in their upcoming venture and expected nothing short of success in the
end. Investing in total team building is one of the most deliberate and effective ways a
company can promote communication, trust, innovation, and unity while introducing
strong teamwork, contributing to morale, productivity, and efficiency (Hall, 2019). This
theme was well represented for the third theme of this study, but it narrowly beat 2 others
themes out of position, which was equally solid and informational for the outcome.
Participant 21 specifically spoke to the hours of in-depth time and patience it took
for all military and GovCloud technical supervisors and trainers to come together; thus,
ensuring that all academia covered in this newfound practice but technical, explanatory,
inclusive, structured, and most importantly, met all security guidelines and regulations.
Upon completion of the training curriculum, the most junior members of each team
(military and GovCloud) were separated from their peers and trained by a member of
each party. They were given seven days apiece since there were zero distractions and
nothing but time and effort remaining. Within those seven days, 2 different members
arose from the guided curriculum as basic SMEs in the arena of cloud computing storage.
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This practice and opportunity proved that the documentation was valid and would suffice
for this million-dollar deployment plan soon to occur.
Having spoken to 22 other professionals in all aspects of their technical careers, it
was a vital moment when the researcher learned that an extremely high rate of the
participants candidly admitted that this training was the most conventional and up-to-date
guidance they had received to date. These accolades proved to be a massive compliment
for both teams considering they are coming into this program with no experience or
knowledge of one another's past, experience, or ability to migrate with other members
that are not military or AWS GovCloud employees. Participants 9, 14, and 18 said they
genuinely believe combining both novice teams will allow them to feed off one-off one
another, leading to a solid youth expectancy. Within a few short months, the
infrastructure underwent a transformation that is still one of the most successful cloud
projects the DoD has granted since the military started bidding on third-party cloud
computing contracts.
It is not unknown that the military and its 5 branches train their personnel
worldwide in preparation for any unexpected threat that may cause harm or damage to the
United States of America. Similarly, global corporations like Google, Microsoft, and
Amazon are some of the world's first cloud computing corporations to break into military
cloud usage. These military contracts did not simply fall into the laps of these
corporations. Each entity’s contracting office worked tirelessly to bid like all remaining
businesses and were the successful choices. Now, 2 disparate entities are gathering to
build an elite team of cloud computing specialists worthy of working on a military
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installation with men and women in uniform protecting the information vital to our
national security. This data storage practice will be the first deployed by a third-party
vendor and a steppingstone for the military and internal practices. Many hurdles must be
overcome before a training regimen, and ultimately a learning curve can be devised for
the men and women attending and learning from this top-tier training. Once the security
posture has been decided, then the curriculum will be introduced to the class and
reviewed in its entirety before moving forward. Interestingly, each interview participant
had an incredible amount of information to offer for this effort. It was essential data for
the researcher to receive. Participant 5 has been a part of the Air Force for nine years and
participant 14 has been around 7.5 years. The researcher asked if they were provided
documentation and he stated that they had which was the overall guideline to the sixmonth training course.
Participants 5 and 14 were 2 mid-level technicians with aspirations of success but
were also not going to believe everything AWS GovCloud trainers were providing
without proof and confirmation. This identifier explains how participant 22 felt when he
completed his first week of AWS cloud training. He made it a point to identify that he has
been in the military for almost seven years and believes this to be the most exact
guideline he’s ever used. According to his view, he felt the training was going to start
with an injected form of motivation and slowly fade into a slower approach. To his
dismay, the training stayed focused and compliant with the guidelines as everyone
learned from the delivery. Lastly, participant 8 felt that his attitude is in the middle of the
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road helped to sway his since he was open to change if the approach was true and called
for a positive result.
Table 3
Frequency of Theme 3, Training and Learning Curves using Cloud Data Storage
Source of data collection
Sources of

Potential Security

D
Bad Habits Terminated Open-Minded
Learning

Abide by all

Curriculum

Issues

Immediately

Guides or Deviations

Participants

17

21

16

20

Document

3

17

11

15

Note. Theme 3, Training and Learning Curves using Cloud Data Storage, d = data collected from.

For this group of data statistics gathering, all 22 participants were broken down by
their cloud computing experience in addition to their overall IT experience. That said, 3
groups were devised consisting of novice, experienced, and senior technicians.
Additionally, four questions were combined into one overall group for this exact scenario
referred to as categories. Category 1 was how do you feel the training/learning curve will
begin when mistakenly creating security issues? Category 2 asked, how is AWS
GovCloud training supposed to alleviate bad habits during training? Category 3, where
and when will the group finally fall into their characters, thereby becoming open-minded
for learning? Lastly, in category 4, will the entire group adhere to the curriculum guides
or deviations of any kind? As expected, the researcher thought all 3 groups would rate
reasonably similar in their initial starting thoughts, and they did not disappoint. First, the
novice group placed them the highest, leaving the gate. In an unexpected twist, both
novice and experienced technicians showed higher levels of success at the onslaught of
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training than everyone else. It seems the groups had faith in the novice teams and did not
expect any issues (minor/major) to arise in the security realm. Second, when asked how
these administrators would face bad habits or practices, the senior experts made it
abundantly clear that everyone was learning at the same pace. No one had the opportunity
to veer from the curriculum, causing threats. Third, is open-minded learning easy?
Learning is only as complex as the individual partaking in the course makes it. Fourth,
will the team be able to abide by all curriculum deviations? Most of the group felt that all
teams would have become proficient in the teaching approach in six months and abide by
what is taught.
This theme aligns with the current literature because learning curves should be
recognized and taught to meet the expectations of the class and its students. According to
Loerch (2016), through training and experience, organizations and their individuals can
learn to perform tasks efficiently, reducing the total time required to output a unit
comparable; thus, this intuitive and straightforward idea is expressed mathematically
through learning curves. Secondly, this is why AWS technicians and the military trainers
both decided to separate a small group for individual training to ensure the curriculum
was efficient and understandable. The simple fact that they were novices in the career
field of cloud computing made the documentation more credible. These novices only
spent seven days dedicated to their technical instruction before taking an initial test to
display their understanding and advancement. All junior team members passed, which
was an incredible sign of sufficient training and reusable instructions for anyone to use
and learn from.
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Due to these responses, this theme aligns with the current literature considering
multiple participants explicitly described the time both entities (AWS GovCloud and
military) took to abide by objective timeframes allowing each individual the opportunity
to learn at their own pace. According to Hirschmann (1994), learning curves in a place of
business-like IT or other technically evolved professions require additional improvements
always possible over time and is encouraged. The engineers interviewed were highly
pleased and impressed with the level of satisfaction, competency, and status of technical
ability is provided in such a short accumulation of data from both teams. In this case,
methodological triangulation was met by observing the participant's behavior during the
interview and writing down the body language and key signs given to the researcher. The
researcher remembered the responses and paraphrased a couple of questions he felt were
strongly responded to while reviewing the transcript and commented on any deviations he
experienced from the first conversation to the second. Surprisingly, several parties were
very stoic and were happy with the transcribed results.
This theme speaks to both parties' ability to learn to adhere to and successfully
adapt to the learning curve brought into the infrastructure for all to follow. This
adherence to training guidelines proved to be a success. It allowed one of the first major
cloud computing migrations within the United States a success for AWS GovCloud and
the military.
In TPB, behavioral beliefs or belief strength can play a vital role in individuals'
daily demeanor or expectations of carrying out their day. Both architects and engineers
from the military and GovCloud technical teams initiated this concept through long hours
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of planning, positive expectations, and hopeful fruition in the end. The stronger one's
belief in behavioral beliefs, the greater this perceived probability the behavior produces
any given outcomes. According to Ajzen (2011), the more favorable the outcome, the
stronger the behavioral impact of the belief for the attitude. In this specific example, both
teams intentionally set out to accomplish a goal that they knew would be followed with
open hearts and minds should the curriculum and training satisfactorily meet the
expectations and technical rigor each SME was capable of implementing. In turn, after
multiple reviews of the training, both parties broke into 2 different groups aligned with
training guides and high expectations.
With the implementation of TPB, TRA explains customer's behavioral intentions
by assuming each intention is the single most reliable and essential predictor; thus, all
humans should be rational while making systematic choices (Paul et al., 2016). Using this
approach, the participants must entrust their AWS GovCloud technical instructors and
understand that their chosen approach has to be the most effective and beneficial
considering the hundreds of millions of dollars AWS spends each year in cloud
computing transformation and courses alone. TPB also teaches us that the attitude
construct plays an immediate antecedent predicting an individual's intention to participate
in particular behaviors (Redda, 2019). Similarly, TPB teaches us that the more positive an
individual's attitude is towards a theme, the stronger the participant's perceptual behavior
will become. This explanation speaks volumes both the AWS GovCloud team and the
military infrastructure team with civilians and contractors that 2 disparate beliefs and
practices can solidify when combined, turning a training environment into an acceptable
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learning atmosphere. This atmosphere successfully met all operations learning curves
while adhering to a strict yet sustainable schedule to appease the attendees and senior
leadership's goals.
The researcher asked for a copy of the training guide, which was quickly
delivered, and it became obvious that this was not an ordinary training approach to learn
cloud computing first-hand. The researcher has never seen a detailed, exact document and
simplistic to follow for all trainees. Each day was broken into variations of cloud
computing history, actual hands-on learning, and quizzes to ensure all in attendance were
learning and complying with the ongoing schedule AWS GovCloud had created. TPB
teaches us that reflecting favorable or unfavorable feelings concerning particular behavior
is just as important a determinant influencing their intention to use (Yang et al., 2017).
The positive result is what TPB portrays in this research. This research confirms that the
AWS GovCloud training met the learning curves and manipulated the structured teaching
to comply with everyone's approval promoting success in the classroom.
Theme 4: Continuous Safety and Improvement of the Overall Infrastructure
In today’s technological society, continuous safety, and improvement sound like
the beginning of a mission statement fit for many IT companies and organizations alike.
Safety is not a flexible practice that any company cannot enforce or ensure 150% is
dedicated. Participant 1 spoke of the practices the military uses daily to ensure the safety
and security of their soldiers and is surprised that AWS GovCloud safety is very similar.
Safety is the #1 priority for most employers or considering the men and women of each
corporation makes a successful business move ahead while meeting mission
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requirements. Two, continuous improvement is another term that walks together with
safety. If the business is not constantly striving for safer practices and improvements to
the daily mission, then a simple scenario is being overlooked, which could hinder any
well-oiled machine in the future. After the researcher completed his data gathering from
every participant, the data transferring, data transcription, and storage began to follow.
Participant 11 read his transcript, which was emailed to him within a two-week window,
and made it clear that this was the quickest and most accurate transcript he’s experienced
in his four interviews with doctoral/Ph.D. candidates. Within a matter of seven to eight
days, it was evident that the safety of the environment and those within it was a dominant
decision and the want or sheer desire to continue improving upon what was already
known as the fourth and most popular theme.
Purposive sampling allows the researcher to be more judgmental or subjective
about their candidates since these men and women will be delivering the data required to
satisfy and ultimately prove their study for the conclusion. It was learned that data
transcription proved to be an invaluable tool because each participant read their
transcripts and thought the accuracy was outstanding. The researcher advised them that
the transcript was a verbatim transfer (exact) of the actual interview. It was a pleasure
working with these professionals because they now know that any doctoral candidate
from this point on is simply seeking great and valid information to prove or disprove their
study is viable for future use. With that, participant 21 said Amazon and AWS also have
their safety strategies plainly articulated and placed into existence for the safety and
security of the company and its global infrastructure.
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Table 4
Frequency of Theme 4, Safety and Improvement of the Overall Infrastructure
Source of data collection
Sources of

Mission Safety

Data

D
Safety is a Mindset

Infrastructural

Continuously Practiced Safety Improvements

Participants

22

19

18

Employ Integrity
at all times
21

Note. Theme 4, Safety and Improvement of the Overall Infrastructure, d = data collected from.

The military has structured and conclusive safety barriers which range from the
physical realm to the virtual world and beyond. Regardless of its focus, safety, overall
security, and continuous improvement of internal infrastructures matter greatly.
Organizations around the United States and beyond understand and acknowledge that
safety and overall infrastructure support are not a process reached and then placed on the
shelf for later review should something need to be changed or updated. Safety, like
personal and professional growth, continues to occur and improve themselves as times
change and mandated requirements arise, meeting every expectation. The volunteers had
an excessive amount of information to pass along concerning this final viewpoint. From
the initial interview, novice personnel felt that mission safety was paramount and should
be considered a baseline for future goals and plans as far as total success was concerned.
When it came to safety being a mindset for the team to focus on, the experienced
professionals saw the reality of safety being a mindset throughout the group, thereby
seeing minimal future improvements since it already plays a vital role in the daily
structure. The group's views changed when asked if infrastructural hardening and safety
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would play a critical role in training. It was viewed differently from the novice personnel
vice the experts because novice admins felt there is always room for abundance. In
contrast, the experts thought they needed to manipulate their current hardening
procedures with AWS GovCloud practices injected for more substantial prevention.
Lastly, integrity was agreed upon by 95% of the group, making it a landslide decision.
This theme aligns well with the current literature because the safety and security
of an overall infrastructure are not merely occurring in one location. Still, multiple areas
worldwide, ensuring employees, their assets, and all other items are safe and secure. In
turn, the senior members of the engineering group specifically mentioned having served
in the Middle East or elsewhere around the world on one or multiple tours. A handful of
these participants described unsafe stories involving scenarios that could have resulted in
life-threatening results without prior training and situational awareness. It is imperative to
understand and inherit safe practices as all professionals grow personally and
professionally while maintaining a strong attitude towards success. Varia (2013)
explained the most feasible way to approach the practice and regulatory compliance with
a safe and secure infrastructure is to emphasize the continuous updates, reviews, and
improvements and adhere to the approach customers manage their information security in
the AWS GovCloud. Continuous safety and improvement are a theme that everyone
needs to abide by for security, well-being, and environmental safety all around.
This theme also aligns with the literature because safety and security of the
overall production environment falls underneath the protection of the infrastructure
thereby receiving all updates, security posture guides, etc. AWS GovCloud has their
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internal practices as does the military. Referencing military safety concerning an
infrastructure, both synthesis and inference have been achieved to formulate goals while
focusing on the armed force information security system; this system will play a role in
an increasingly important part in shaping the security of a newly introduced cloud
computing environment which must be treated as a top safety and security priority
(Stugocki & Walkowiak, 2021).
This particular theme aligns with TPB for multiple reasons. TPB's perceived
behavior control is defined as an individual's subjective probability of an inhibiting factor
or a given facilitating factor being present within the situation of interest (Ajzen, 2020).
In layman's terms, Ajzen describes PBC as reflecting an individual's beliefs regarding the
access of specific resources and the opportunities required to perform a behavior. After
reviewing many of the participant's qualifications, many had one skill set or a fraction of
another, which the researcher felt would have made the data less dynamic, and bias was
not used or even considered because the researcher was fortunate enough to gather the
optimum qualified candidates for the study. Like an individual's perspective, behavioral
beliefs refer to the once perceived advantages and disadvantages of performing a specific
behavior (Yuriev et al., 2020). These candidates are the ideal reason the researcher took
such an in-depth review of all participants and examined them for their potential
contributions to the study and the invaluable they were capable of providing the study.
Using TPB can tend to focus on the positive attitudes and outlooks quite often.
That said, TPB describes attitudes as an individual's defined evaluation of said object and
a defined belief creating a link between some attribute and that object leading to behavior
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due to intention (Lai, 2017). The picture these participants were painting lacked structure
and simply everyone for themselves etiquette, which is entirely unacceptable in today's
fast-paced IT environments. Therefore, the researcher was pleased with the responses
since they told a story with sincerity, truth, and emotion. TPB speaks to descriptive
norms, which are people's actual perceptions of what others would do in any situation,
regardless if it is socially sanctioned. These norms of TPB prove engineering teams from
both sides can absorb and understand that 2 extremely junior co-workers could jump feet
first into the fire with results short of nearly perfect. Meaning, other engineers and
administrators can now look and say both Joe and Sarah were able to succeed, and they
know the least about our programs, so there is no reason that we should not follow
because they have already done so. Having chosen purposive sampling was a great choice
and a benefit in that the selection process for identifying the participants was not easy.
The researcher had approximately 60 people contact him through LinkedIn, email, and
voicemails. This turnout was nowhere near expected, but it was quickly identified that
every individual candidate was not fully qualified for the position.
In TPB, many items capable of supporting the study and the theory were
advertised. Still, not all fit the rigor and increased expectations the researcher sought to
confirm or extend his study in this subject (Lee, 2017). Safety is a practice that 10
organizations approach in 10 different ways. These various approaches do not mean their
methods are not correct or even valuable. It simply shows that each major corporation has
a team of engineers, architects, and senior leadership that congregate and decide the most
important item in keeping the safety and security of their people and possessions.
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Secondly, when employees knowingly understand that senior leadership is taking a finite
approach to their safety, it is truly a motivational boost and understanding that they are in
good hands. Like subjective norms, they are also important to a researcher because
positive support from persons, individuals, or particular organizations with meaning
becomes greater; thereby, their attitude improves (Peng et al., 2014). Safety and security
of oneself and their family provide comfort, which may result in the employees working
harder to show their appreciation. The researcher concluded that 94% of the attendees
favored the overall approach that senior military leadership does, and success will prevail
when combined security infrastructures and practices. This data gathering proves to the
researcher that the data confirms the security of this practice is efficient and well-planned
for the current and upcoming events.
Application to Professional Practice
The actual findings contributing to this study were the Military Breaking
Boundaries Implementing Third-Party Cloud Computing Practices for Data Storage. The
overall IT effect is if the military continues to implement legacy practices without
considering safer alternatives, data storage could be compromised due to a lack of safety
thresholds. Fortunately, senior military leaders have indulged in AWS GovCloud training
allowing third-party vendors to visit military facilities with aspirations to educate and
train novice, expert engineers and architects, providing them with the necessary
capabilities to strengthen their infrastructures with current policies and practices. These
vital cloud infrastructures help achieve tremendous economies of scale throughout the
DoD while minimizing the multiple risks many would associate with cloud computing.
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(Dudash, 2016). Researchers can potentially benefit from using these findings by delving
into any up-to-date practices or procedures which would maximize the future use of
GovCloud third-party data storage computing for all to practice. Next, the researcher's
study controls enable senior military leadership to move forward without hesitation. Like
TPB practices, as a general rule in research, the more favorable the volunteer's attitude
and subjective norms are, the stronger their perceived control, the stronger the
individual's intention to perform a behavior should be (Suh & Hsieh, 2016). This success
proves that military installations and external third-party like AWS GovCloud can work
in tandem to identify, create, and deploy a significant instance capable of improving IT
infrastructure with the assistance of cloud computing practices. Favorable attitudes
promote the want and desire to learn instead of devaluing the third-party practice because
that entity is disparate from the military. This study will allow future military branches to
look back at and understand the success both the Army and Air Force partook.
Implications for Social Change
Information acquired from this research could positively impact military units'
social change by updating expected production and test environments with hardened
DISA regulations AWS GovCloud currently employs. This current data kept in a secured
data storage is vital to national security and the safety and security of men and women all
over the globe currently defending their country. In the past few weeks, ransomware
attacks have created havoc on public and privacy industries running into the hundreds of
millions of dollars encompassing the past few years. Promoting a safe and secure
infrastructure allows administrators, engineers, and architects alike to continue providing
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mission-critical safety from a premiere cloud company like AWS GovCloud.
Successfully controlling and securing this data is a significant venture and an
opportunistic time for AWS to continue practicing its strategic safety mission for all to
view. According to Seffers (2018), if a warfighter has a laptop or mobile device and an
Internet connection, they can access their cloud services from anywhere in the world.
A secondary implication for social change is the heightened awareness of 2
disparate practices and procedures coming together to create one unified cloud computing
service, which can be second to none from the viewpoints of senior military leadership.
Lee (2017) states subjective norms that each individual is exposed to, or privy will have a
true impact on their intentions in recognition of the man being, by his nature, a social
creature, so they will no doubt care about the opinions of what others think, or in fact,
believe. Senior military leadership will be privy to this study once it has been finalized
and published. The researchers hope that at least one of these high-ranking leaders with
movement potential will read, understand, and approach third-party cloud computing the
same way each participant involved does. The military is a highly disciplined and
directive society that believes in the practice that senior leadership, whether enlisted or
officer, will lead by example, promoting the most successful and secure missions
throughout each military sector. For the senior military leadership seeking change and
improvements capable of securing and implementing cybersecurity and other additional
practices, those figureheads leading the charge can now recognize and affiliate
themselves with future projects from this success case. This senior military leadership
will review, observe, and potentially contact the current military organization this AWS
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GovCloud helped build and inquire about the responsibilities and other expectations they
have doubts about. This social change can and will continue to make a remedied effort if
those choosing to follow this path accept the learning curve and the opportunities this
third-party vendor can provide in writing.
Recommendations for Action
In this scenario, the most highly recommended action is implementing third-party
cloud computing with data storage on one military organization at a time. From this point
forward, word of mouth provides fruitful for organizations like AWS GovCloud the
opportunity to expand its various services to global organizations and military
installations around the world. The subjective norms determined by an individual's
normative beliefs determine whether important people like friends, teachers, or parents
disapprove of their particular behavior and their specific appraisals of that behavior
(Guerin & Toland, 2020). This success story will be one that AWS GovCloud uses to
sway alternate parties to consider their product and will be able to show effective
timelines, prices, training regimens, etc., for the senior military leadership to follow and
adhere to quickly. This cloud computing data storage implementation is no longer an
idea, and multiple parties can peak this success at different levels. Generals trust other
men and women in their capacity. They can have serious conversations with them about
their approval to move forward, which may be the reason alternate military installations
may finally take the course of cloud computing as a whole. As this data storage practice
continues to grow and the dangerous external hacking parties from third world countries
continue to access and override our infrastructures, some corporations may need to
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bypass their current roles in computer security and rely on more significant entities with a
proven track record.
Senior military leadership will eventually recognize and absorb the success they
have recently experimented with, and the knowledge and expertise through technical
know-how these civilians, contractors, and military personnel acquired over time.
Moreover, researchers found that people's subjective norms commonly turn towards
specific groups for their judgments or standards towards a particular behavior (Sun et al.,
2020). Senior military leadership must sit down with their senior technical engineers and
architects within a specified period and have lessons learned briefing collected and
created for base installation senior leadership (Generals/Flag Officers). This will allow
everyone to understand how the project initiated was months or years ago and has grown
into a safe, secure, and near-impenetrable infrastructure. Normative beliefs refer to an
individual's beliefs that are accepted by specific people or groups and dictate whether
behaving in a particular fashion is appropriate (Fang et al., 2017). Senior military
leadership will eventually become curious and want to partake in the cloud computing
data storage implementation if their organizations require it and can afford the time,
security, and services of AWS GovCloud as a whole. Cloud computing combined with
avid cybersecurity procedures and stringent DISA standards can make for one of the
safest and hardened locations in IT.
One last item military commander’s can lean upon for future implementations
besides the previous success factors is the knowledge that this AWS traveling team will
already have a current security clearance required to undergo training on a military
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installation. Without the proper security clearance, regardless of the rank of the senior
military leader in charge, no efforts will be accomplished until these security
requirements are in place and complete.
Recommendations for Further Study
The findings the researcher provided to support this study ultimately provide
additional research in the ever-increasing practice of GovCloud and cloud computing as a
whole. This in-depth qualitative study focused on the desire to expand data storage
limitations implementing third-party vendors never previously attempted to date. The
limitations within this study contributed to a lack of knowledge concerning cloud
computing and the lack of understanding from negative publications spread across the
Internet. Secondly, these negative experiences swayed senior military leadership to stray
from this practice in their infrastructure. The researcher learned it would be more
beneficial to interview participants external from the local military installation instead of
interviewing active-duty personnel who are currently stationed here, potentially causing a
job conflict due to their participation. Seeking volunteers online provided an opportunity
not considered before. Although a tremendous amount of information was gathered, and
the researcher is highly pleased, it is necessary that future cloud candidates expand their
knowledge and overall reach from one of the military bases to 3 or 4 different bases
within the city limits. This aggregation would paint a larger picture than one installation
started with.
In future studies, the researcher can use the cloud computing studies, which are
coming to fruition regularly thanks to the military allowing their communication
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squadrons to delve into more up-to-date practices knowing the previous attempts proved
successful and safe. As AWS GovCloud grows, their knowledge base of military
installations and government entities, although disparate, is also increasing. It is
information and trust in a global like AWS that users seek to support their cybersecurity
teams through stringent security and DISA guidelines.
Reflections
The past six years have proven the most challenging within an academic
environment I have ever experienced. Initially entering the program, I felt like a strong
writer, but I quickly learned I had so much more to learn and understand to become the
scholar/practitioner I strove to be. Unfortunately, I had to take a two-year hiatus due to
life changes and a divorce I never planned for. I learned a lot of information during my
first attendance at Walden, but the dual enrollment opened my eyes and kept me focused.
I initially felt I would not be accepted into the program since I left at the beginning of my
doctoral study. After speaking with Dr. Case and Dr. Duhainy, more so Dr. Duhainy, I
knew I could return and make a solid showing to complete my study. I intentionally
changed my purpose statement to make it more manageable, thereby providing more
research to support my study. My conceptual framework was straightforward, but I also
explained why I chose that specific framework. Finding a theory was also tricky,
considering I tried to incorporate ideas I had but could not implement them on paper for
one reason or another.
I felt the most time-consuming and challenging portion of the study was the
overall proposal. I initially wrote the proposal in seven days and felt strong about my
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initial draft. As I continued to add to it, I understood it required much more work than
initially employed. I felt about 65% of the proposal was extraordinarily strong, but the
last 35% shook me after countless corrections from my committee. At this time, I lost an
immediate family member, and I had to reach deep and ask myself if this was something
that I truly desired deep down in my soul. After several decisions to leave, Dr. Duhainy
gave me a call and made me realize things that had not crossed my mind. His leadership
and ability to recognize a student were struggling, and he made it right with his wisdom
and patience.
Finally, I received my IRB approval and started interviewing, one of the most
valuable interactions I have ever had. Learning from these IT professionals taught me
their point of view and what makes them happy, in addition to what they felt would drive
the program to success. In all, it has been a roller coaster ride that I would participate in
again, but I would have to tighten my seatbelt a bit more for stability.
Summary and Study Conclusions
Attempting to solidify a study within the bounds of a military installation is
difficult at the least. There are security requirements, background checks, and multiple
other necessities a researcher must adhere to and gain before moving forward with
another study of this nature. It was a pleasure to support and defend the use of cloud
computing supporting government personnel using third-party data storage. It is a
profession that continues to grow and is now on many military branches ' radar simply
from the countless articles of branches seeking the most affordable and economical
option for the infrastructure and its future. It would be helpful if future practitioners
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delved into additional opportunities that men and women in uniform and those who
previously served can utilize in their current production environment. With the assistance
of a fierce cybersecurity plan and the ongoing AWS GovCloud practices, the sky is the
absolute limit for those willing to put in the effort and time necessary. With the onslaught
of cloud computing practices ever-growing, opportunities abound just waiting to be
researched and defended. The researcher hopes to be able to look back at this study and
overall practice in 10 years and recognize a dramatic shift in the viewpoint of senior
military leadership and those men and women seeking to enforce this practical
knowledge in the many years to come. Like those who have learned to become efficient
and expert architects and engineers, cloud computing, not to mention AWS GovCloud
practice, is merely a call away to prepare and endure a new technological opportunity
offered to anyone interested.
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Appendix A: Letter of Individual Consent for Research Study
Dear Veteran,
Greetings! My name is Marc Anthony Rangel and I am currently pursuing an
advanced degree in the Doctor of Information Technology (DIT) through Walden
University located in Minneapolis, MN. My doctoral study focuses on the “Military
Breaking Boundaries Implementing Third Party Cloud Computing Practices for Data
Storage”. Specifically, I am curious as to what the opinion is for senior IT military
leadership and their thoughts on this new third party cloud practice. Having previously
worked at Cheyenne Mountain and Peterson AFB as a cloud architect, I am very intimate
with the squadrons in and around the Colorado Springs area including the skill sets the
men and women maintain in accordance with this practice.
Specifically, I am seeking veterans with previous military cloud computing
experience like cloud administrators, cloud engineers, or cloud architects. I am fully
aware of the military’s need to know and my questions will be unclassified and will not
point to any specific architecture within an enterprise infrastructure. I too am an Air
Force veteran with 12 years of active duty experience and several combat tours with the
23rd Special Tactics Squadron.
I would like to identify approximately 20 to 25 members interested in partaking in
this study via face-to-face, telephone, or Skype interviews. If you are a current contractor
or GS worker with previous military cloud knowledge, I am very interested in chatting
with you. Each individual interview should last 45 to 60 minutes depending on your
responses and details. Most importantly, your protection is critical, and I will follow
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Walden University’s confidentiality guidelines. Each participant will be referred to as
participant one, two, etc. and your organization will be also be referred to as organization
one, two. No monetary incentive will be offered, and this interview possibility is
available on a first-come, first-served basis. Additionally, all data will be stored under
lock and key for 5 years promising identify safety. Each participant will be able to accept
or decline at any point during the process. At the conclusion of my study, I will be more
than happy to share my findings.

Sincerely,
Marc Anthony Rangel
Walden DIT Student
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Appendix B: Interview Protocol
Hello Mr./Mrs. (populate name). My name is Marc Anthony Rangel and I’d like to start
by thanking you for your consent in participating in my DIT study and taking time from
your busy schedule to complete this interview. This research question interview will be
stored using encryption per your previous approval and formal acceptance. And as
previously noted, there is no monetary assignment or payoff for agreeing to answer
questions for my study. All data will be secured and stored in a vault for 5 years
according to University policy.
As previously mentioned in my email invitation and consent form, I am focusing on the
military breaking boundaries implementing third party cloud computing practices for data
storage. If you agree to continue with my study, then we can begin immediately. If not,
there is no penalty for declining to partake in this one-on-one interview and I would like
to thank you for your time.
Researcher Focus
•

Allow open-ended questions to be expanded upon if possible

•

Provide the opportunity for all volunteers to paraphrase

•

Ensure each question is answered in its entirety

•

Keep answers focused on the study and do not allow the conversation or control
to be lost
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Appendix C: Interview Questions
1. Within your organization, what is your specific role and are you working with a
cloud-centric security team?
2. What are your thoughts in reference to the military outsourcing its cloud storage to
non-military third party vendors?
3. What security challenges, if any, do you foresee the military facing with third party
storage like GovCloud?
4. How is the overall security posture-maintained working alongside civilian cloud
engineers storing military data?
5. What tools or security practices will the military use to enforce stringent DISA
regulations and expectations from cloud spillage or leakage?
6. What is your role if a major outage or security cloud spillage occurred impacting the
overall safety and infrastructure of the enterprise?
7. Do you have a specific training plan for new military members joining the cloud
security storage team? If so, please expand.
8. What do you think was the deciding factor for senior military leadership to implement
cloud storage methods for military data vice other storage methods?
9. Is AWS providing cloud storage training for all military and civilian engineers
working with the GovCloud?
10. Do you feel this change in security storage is more beneficial or has it built barriers
between the third-party vendors and the military teams managing it?
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